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Abstract
This dissertation focuses on the visualization of urban microclimate data sets,
which describe the atmospheric impact of individual urban features. The ap-
plication and adaptation of visualization and analysis concepts to enhance the
insight into observational data sets used this specialized area are explored, mo-
tivated through application problems encountered during active involvement
in urban microclimate research at the Arizona State University in Tempe, Ari-
zona.
Besides two smaller projects dealing with the analysis of thermographs
recorded with a hand-held device and visualization techniques used for build-
ing performance simulation results, the main focus of the work described in
this document is the development of a prototypic tool for the visualization
and analysis of mobile transect measurements. This observation technique in-
volves a sensor platform mounted to a vehicle, which is then used to traverse
a heterogeneous neighborhood to investigate the relationships between urban
form and microclimate. The resulting data sets are among the most complex
modes of in-situ observations due to their spatio-temporal dependence, their
multivariate nature, but also due to the various error sources associated with
moving platform observations.
The prototype enables urban climate researchers to preprocess their data,
to explore a single transect in detail, and to aggregate observations from mul-
tiple traverses conducted over diverse routes for a visual delineation of climatic
microenvironments. Extending traditional analysis methods, the suggested vi-
sualization tool provides techniques to relate the measured attributes to each
other and to the surrounding land cover structure. In addition to that, an
improved method for sensor lag correction is described, which shows the po-
tential to increase the spatial resolution of measurements conducted with slow
air temperature sensors.
In summary, the interdisciplinary approach followed in this thesis triggers
contributions to geospatial visualization and visual analytics, as well as to ur-
ban climatology. The solutions developed in the course of this dissertation are
meant to support domain experts in their research tasks, providing means to
gain a qualitative overview over their specific data sets and to detect patterns,
which can then be further analyzed using domain-specific tools and methods.

Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit Visualisierungsmethoden für
Datensätze, die das städtische Mikroklima und damit den Einfluss einzelner
städtebaulicher Objekte auf die Atmosphäre beschreiben. Motiviert durch die
aktive Mitarbeit an Projekten zum städtischen Mikroklima an der Arizona
State University in Tempe, Arizona, wird untersucht, wie Visualisierungs- und
Analysekonzepte für diesen speziellen Anwendungsbereich genutzt werden kön-
nen, um den Erkenntnisgewinn aus typischen Messdaten zu fördern.
Neben zwei kleineren Projekten, die sich mit der Analyse von mit tragbaren
Wärmebildkameras aufgenommenen Infrarotbildern und mit der Visualisie-
rung von Daten aus Gebäudesimulationen beschäftigen, liegt der Hauptfokus
dieser Dissertation auf der Entwicklung eines prototypischen Tools für die Vi-
sualisierung und Analyse von mobilen Transekt-Messungen. Bei dieser Mess-
methode wird eine Sensorplattform entlang einer Route durch eine heterogene
Nachbarschaft bewegt, um die räumliche Variabilität gemessener Attribute und
deren Abhängigkeit von der umliegenden baulichen Form zu untersuchen. Die
so gewonnenen Datensätze sind sehr komplex, da sie multivariat, fehlerbehaf-
tet und stark an Raum und Zeit gebunden sind.
Die prototypische Software befähigt Stadtklimatologen dazu, die Daten auf-
zubereiten, eine einzelne Messfahrt im Detail zu erkunden, und die Beobach-
tungen von mehreren Fahrten über verschiedene Routen zu aggregieren, um
die visuelle Abgrenzung klimatischer Mikrobiome zu erleichtern. Das Tool er-
weitert traditionelle Analysemethoden durch Techniken, die einerseits Bezie-
hungen zwischen den gemessenen Attributen aufdecken und die andererseits
eine Verknüpfung zwischen den Messungen und ihrem räumlichen Kontext
herstellen. Darüber hinaus wird eine verbesserte Methode für die Bereinigung
der aufgenommenen Daten von Sensorträgheitseffekten beschrieben, die die
räumliche Auflösung von Lufttemperaturmessungen, die mit einem langsamen
Sensor aufgenommen wurden, erhöhen kann.
Der interdisziplinäre Ansatz, der mit der vorliegenden Dissertation ver-
folgt wird, trägt sowohl zum Themenfeld der Geovisualisierung als auch zum
Forschungsfeld der Stadtklimatologie bei. Die Lösungen, die im Laufe die-
ser Dissertation entwickelt wurden, sollen Stadtklimatologen einen qualitativ-
visuellen Überblick über ihre speziellen Datensätze verschaffen, der dann mit-
hilfe von bereichsspezifischen Analysekonzepten weiter verfeinert werden kann.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Cities are one of the major alterations of a natural landscape, transforming
structural and geometrical components as well as the predominant land cover
through buildings and impervious surfaces [114, 148, 155]. In addition to that,
the inhabitants of a city release heat, moisture and pollutants through their
activities [148, 155]. As a result, urban areas show a modification of radiative,
thermal, moisture and wind flow characteristics when compared to their sur-
rounding rural landscapes [114].
The discipline of urban climatology investigates these alterations, as well
as their effect on the city dwellers [115]. The atmospheric processes related
to the modifications induced by urban areas occur at different spatial scales,
vertically as well as horizontally [115] (see Section 1.2.1). In this context, the
urban microscale considers the atmospheric impact of surface material patches,
single trees, or small-scale building and landscape configurations, all of which
are important to describe the climate within the urban canopy layer, i.e. the
area between ground and roof-level [113, 114].
The urban microscale is in the focus of the research activities of my collab-
oration partners at the Arizona State University (ASU) in Tempe, Arizona,
USA. They analyze the physical microclimate dynamics across space and time
and in dependency of urban form and design, using a variety of data modal-
ities. The latter range from in-situ measurements within physically available
neighborhoods to the simulation of microclimate variability induced by hypo-
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4thetical urban form and landscaping scenarios [107].
In the context of in-situ measurements, time-varying thermography with a
hand-held infrared camera is utilized point-wise in space to gain an overview
over the thermo-radiative environment induced by urban features such as trees.
Besides, mobile transect measurements are conducted to investigate the ex-
tent of and transition between microclimates, as well as their time-varying
atmospheric characteristics. These observations are retrieved by traversing
different urban design configurations using a sensor platform attached to a
golf cart. The resulting data sets are complex and aﬄicted with uncertainties,
which makes their analysis difficult and time-consuming using existing tools
and methods.
Motivated by the resulting domain-specific problems and as an attempt to
support the described research activities, my dissertation is dedicated to the
investigation of appropriate visualization and analysis techniques that can help
to increase the insight into the the described in-situ observations. Providing
an interactive means to explore these data sets can increase the knowledge
about predominant physical interrelations between the investigated objects.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Urban microclimate research
The importance of scale in urban climatology: Basic definitions
The main objective of urban climatology is the investigation of the interac-
tions between the built environment and the atmosphere [115]. It operates on
different spatial scales, vertically as well as horizontally [115].
In the vertical dimension, Oke [114, 113, 115] distinguishes between the
Urban Canopy Layer (UCL), which ranges from ground to roof-level, the
Roughness Sublayer (RSL), which ranges from ground to approximately 1.5
to 4-times the roof-level height, and the Urban Boundary Layer (UBL), which
extends up to that height, in which the vertical atmospheric effect of the urban
landscape is not noticeable anymore. The atmospheric processes in the lowest
layer, the UCL, are governed by the microclimatic effects induced by individ-
ual three-dimensional urban objects, e.g. buildings or trees. The individual
5impact of these features is blended at the upper border of the RSL, which is in
turn dependent on a variety of synoptic and geometrical factors. Finally, the
atmospheric properties above the RSL up to the upper border of the UBL are
dominated by the averaged local to meso-scale impact of the "urban surface"
with its characteristic roughness, thermal and moisture properties [114, 113].
In the horizontal dimension, the impacts of the urban landscape onto the
atmosphere can be observed at the micro-, local, or mesoscale [113, 115]. The
microscale ranges from less than one meter to hundreds of meters, depend-
ing on the size and configuration of individual buildings, yards, streets, small
parks, or trees [113]. Consequently, the impact of these urban design ele-
ments onto the properties of the immediate atmosperic surroundings can best
be observed at this scale. The combination of different microscale processes,
generalized to individual "microclimates", determine the atmospheric proper-
ties and their spatial variability within the UCL [114]. The local scale ranges
roughly from one to several kilometers, depending on the extent of more or less
homogeneous building and landscape configurations [113, 148]. Observing the
urban climate at a local scale means that the atmospheric impacts of entire
neighborhoods or city districts are considered, averaging out the microscale im-
pacts of the individual urban objects within these areas [113]. The mesoscale
corresponds to the scale of an entire city and its surroundings, at an extent of
several to tens of kilometers [113, 115]. At this scale, the atmospheric impact
of the city as a whole as compared to its rural hinterlands can be investigated.
It has to be noted that the described scales should not be seen as strict par-
titions, but that they rather appear as merged within a continuum [114]. Nev-
ertheless, as Arnfield [13] states, they constitute the morphological units based
on which atmospheric processes are investigated and described, whereas scales
with a larger spatial extent hierarchically aggregate all complex processes at
scales with a lower spatial extent. This aggregation also results in a decreasing
variability of radiative, thermal, moisture, or wind flow patterns [13]. Thus,
as a result, the local climate regimes of two adjacent neighborhoods will be
less distinct from each other than the microclimates induced by a grass patch
with trees versus an adjacent open space with asphalt surface occuring within
these neighborhoods [13].
6Investigating the urban microclimate: Topics, goals, and data modal-
ities
Although the general topic of urban climatology can be described as the study
of the interrelations between the built environment and its surrounding atmo-
sphere [115], the subtopics are many and various. They can roughly be par-
titioned according to the concept of horizontal and vertical scales described
in Section 1.2.1. Since my dissertation focuses on visualization and analysis
techniques for the urban microclimate, the topics, methods, and challenges of
research activities operating within the UCL and at the microscale are briefly
outlined in this Section, without claim for completeness.
In terms of the thermal regime within the UCL, the spatio-temporal char-
acteristics of the canopy layer urban heat island (UHI) is one of the most
extensively studied effects [147, 143, 13, 148]. In its most general terms, the
UHI can be defined as the thermal difference between an urban area and its
rural hinterland, whereas the temperatures within the city center are warmer
than those in the city’s surroundings [114]. The UHI intensity varies over time,
and reaches its maximum during the night [75]. At daytime, shading effects
induced by high-rise buildings can even reverse the effect [114, 84, 107].
Although the UHI is obviously only recognizable at the mesoscale, the
canopy layer UHI is the result of the combined effects of different urban mi-
croclimates, as induced by an urban canyon. The urban canyon consists of
adjacent houses and the space between these houses, and it can in simpli-
fied terms be seen as the principal unit of the urban canopy layer [114]. The
distribution of radiative fluxes occuring within these units are dependent on
their geometric properties [143], and the combination of the latter with differ-
ent kinds of surface materials, vegetation cover, and anthropogenic activities
determine the individual climatic behavior of an urban canyon in terms of
moisture, air flow, air quality and temperature [114, 109].
The detailed investigation of these effects, either separate or combined, is
in the focus of urban microclimatology. On a theoretical basis, the general
physical processes governing the exchange of heat and moisture between the
different surface elements are studied, as well as the airflow around these three-
dimensional obstacles [143]. Increasing the knowledge about these processes
leads to improved computational models that can be used for a variety of ap-
7plications [32].
The most important application of urban microclimatology is optimiza-
tion of urban design to create sustainable, comfortable, and therefore livable
cities [108, 23]. For example, investigating the airflow regime within an urban
canopy can help to determine pedestrian comfort, while the combined effects
of urban canopy and urban boundary layer can help to predict the disper-
sion of pollutants [143]. Predicting the combined impact of urban form and
landscaping onto radiative, thermal, moisture, and airflow conditions within
the urban canopy layer can assist the design of thermally comfortable outdoor
spaces, ameliorating the effects of climate change [108, 23]. Well-chosen build-
ing parameters (material, orientation, geometric design) can lead to a lower
energy consumption through a decreased necessity of air condition or heating,
and thus to a more sustainable urban development [108].
The data modalities used to achieve the described goals can roughly be
partitioned into three groups: In-situ measurements of atmospheric variables,
remote sensing, and simulation.
In-situ measurements are conducted using weather stations at fixed spatial
locations within an urban area. Usually, these weather stations are placed
at sites that are considered representative for the local climate within a more
or less homogeneous neighborhood, without capturing the signal of individual
urban features [109, 113, 148]. Currently only a few examples for stationary
sensor networks measuring the urban microclimate exist [109]. Frequently,
these measurements are conducted using small or hand-held devices which are
then placed at the investigated site. In this context, thermal infrared im-
agery using hand-held devices can be used to complement these observations.
However, wireless technology or low-cost miniature sensors are considered to
increase the number of stationary microclimate measurement sites [109].
Obviously, stationary measurements can only be conducted pointwise in
space. In contrast, mobile measurements using moving sensor platforms are a
possibility to increase the spatial coverage of observations, enabling the investi-
gation of the spatial variability of the urban microclimate at a high resolution
(see, e.g., [73]). In a less controlled way, data crowdsourcing through novel
mobile sensor technologies is increasingly used to not only measure the atmo-
spheric state at covered locations, but to also investigate its impact on the
8activities of the participating people [32].
In addition to the described methods to obtain in-situ measurements, re-
mote sensing data are another key data modality. For example, the geometries
extracted from LIDAR data sets can help to analyze small-scale radiation en-
vironments using measures such as the sky-view-factor [143]. Besides purely
geometric information, detailed land cover / land use (LULC) maps are de-
rived from remotely sensed images, revealing the spatial distribution of urban
objects and surface materials (see, e.g., [46]). This information provides valu-
able information about the spatial context of in-situ measurements, but can
also be used to inform simulation models, the third modality used in urban
microclimate research.
1.2.2 Visualization and analysis techniques for atmo-
spheric data sets
Interactive visual exploration techniques are not commonly used so far by at-
mospheric scientists, although sophisticated methods and toolkits have been
developed by the visualization community [92, 111, 153]. In this context,
Nocke et al. [111], Tominski et al. [153] as well as Ladstädter et al. [92] state
that the visualization techniques used by atmopheric researchers are frequently
restricted to standard techniques, including 2D diagrams such as time series
graphs or scatterplots, or colored 2D maps. These (static or animated) vi-
sualizations are typically created using statistical toolkits such as MS Excel,
R, or Matlab, or general purpose geographic information systems such as Ar-
cGIS [112, 111], an observation I also made during my collaboration with urban
microclimate researchers at the Arizona State University. While the resulting
plots are easily understandable, they are frequently restricted to summarizing
time series or scatterplots without including the spatial context in the case
of 2D diagrams, or showing only one variable per image in case of spatial
plots [111, 92]. This aggravates the combined visual exploration of the tem-
poral development of investigated atmospheric parameters, their multivariate
relationships, and their relation to the spatial context [111]. Thus, interesting
features or patterns in the data might remain undetected [111, 92].
9On the other hand, a large variety of sophisticated interactive visualization
techniques for atmospheric data sets have been developed over the years, es-
pecially for global and regional scale data sets stemming from observations,
remote sensing, and simulations. Application areas range from multivariate
exploration of time-varying uni-modal data sets [92, 149] to the integration
of observation and simulation data for verification purposes, either qualita-
tively [71] or quantitatively [163], to uncertainty visualization in climate and
weather models [130]. Ladstädter et al. [92] demonstrate that visual explo-
ration techniques can help to provide holistic views of the investigated climate
data sets, which facilitates building hypotheses about the data. In their highly
interactive tool SimVis, they incorporated techniques including interactive fea-
ture selection, brushing and linking, focus and context, and flexible (algebraic)
combination of variables. Enabling scientists to find unexpected features or
patterns, such techniques can complement more quantitative statistical anal-
yses, for which, in many cases, a hypothesis is needed beforehand [92]. Helbig
et al. [71] use a variety of mapping techniques to combine several data fields
in one view, through which users can navigate either on a desktop computer
or in a virtual reality environment. Integrating data sets from both simulation
and observation data, they also support the qualitative validation of simula-
tion results. Nocke et al. [111] created a library for a suite of visualization
techniques that can be used for several analysis purposes related to climate
simulation data, using both visualization techniques that are typical for the
atmospheric sciences, but also innovative approaches. Tominski et al. [153]
visualize global and regional climate networks within their spatial reference
frame, encoding important network information using the vertices of the re-
sulting graph and enabling data filtering to reduce visual clutter.
While there has been advancement in visualizing larger scale weather and
climate data sets, examples for the visualization and analysis of urban (mi-
cro)climate data sets are rare, as also stated by Röber et al. [125]. However,
several examples can be found for the visualization of urban microclimate sim-
ulations. In this context, Röber et al. [125] use Avizo Green to visualize inner
city ventilation, and interactions between an individual building and its en-
vironment. Heuveline et al. [74] explore the utilization of augmented reality
techniques to visualize airflow around building structures. A more integrated
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approach was chosen by Wang et al. [162]. Not only limited to urban areas,
the authors combine a microscale meteorological model with Google Maps /
Google Earth to facilitate the manual initialization of the model in terms of
the three-dimensional objects within the domain and the final visualization of
the simulation results, using standard mapping techniques. The authors also
demonstrate how Google Maps / Earth can be used to map observation data
sets.
Even more rare are visualizations of observation data sets in an urban cli-
mate context. There are some examples for the visualization of air quality
data sets, which are obviously not necessarily bound to an urban context.
For example, Qu et al. [120] developed a visual analytics system for station-
ary air pollution measurements from Hong Kong. In their tool, they combine
several visualization techniques, including a circular pixel bar chart, a par-
allel coordinates plot with an s-shaped axis to encode wind direction, and a
complete weighted graph showing pairwise correlations between measured at-
tributes. Their system, however, does not include the spatial context of the
measurement stations. Also dedicated to air quality data, Liao et al. [97]
implemented a web-based air quality analysis system for stationary measure-
ments that comprises a map view with pie-charts encoding the distribution of
certain air quality indices over a selected time interval, a parallel coordinates
plot, and a time-series plot.
Recently, with the advent of mobile sensing and data crowdsourcing, a va-
riety of web-based visualization tools have been developed that either attempt
to inform the general public about the collected data sets in their city (see,
e.g., [168]), or that are rather designed as a data storage, management, and
display systems [87]. While providing interactive navigation of the data sets,
these systems are usually limited to standard mapping techniques and do not
provide multivariate exploration facilities.
1.3 Contribution
In summary, the contribution of this dissertation is the application and adap-
tation of visualization and exploration concepts to enhance the analysis of
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important urban microclimate data modalities. The investigated approaches
go beyond standard mapping techniques that are currently used in domain-
specific research. Providing additional views on the complex patterns inher-
ent in observations, the suggested techniques attempt to facilite data-driven
reasoning about the relationships between urban form and the atmospheric
environment it induces.
The main focus lies on the interactive visualization of data sets resulting
from mobile measurements, which can be seen as one of the most complex
modes of in-situ observations due to their spatio-temporal dependence, their
multivariate nature, and the various error sources associated with a moving
platform. Combining concepts from both visual analytics and atmospheric
sciences, a prototypic tool is developed that assists urban microclimate re-
searchers not only to explore their measurements in detail and with the ex-
plicit consideration of a sensor’s spatial context [60], but also to search for
multivariate patterns that can finally lead to the delineation of climatic mi-
croenvironments within a study site [61].
Within the prototype, a suite of data preprocessing techniques enables the
researchers to quickly increase the reliability of their observations and to in-
tegrate them with other data sources, including high-resolution land cover
maps and measurements from surrounding weather stations. In this context,
research was also directed into evaluating and improving domain-specific tech-
niques for sensor lag correction, which can enhance the spatial resolution of
mobile measurements taken with a slow air temperature sensor [63].
Besides providing interactive data exploration tool for mobile transect mea-
surements, a smaller project within this dissertation deals with another in-situ
observation mode used in urban microclimatology: Thermal infrared imagery
with a hand-held device. Observations are conducted to gain a spatial overview
of the thermo-radiative environment at a study site, but also to investigate the
time-varying progression of specific thermal features. Images recorded with
hand-held devices can pose the challenge of varying perspective onto the in-
vestigated object, making the manual feature extraction necessary. Motivated
by these challenges, a tool was implemented to assist accurate feature extrac-
tion and to visually summarize the results of the extraction results, combining
well-known image processing and visualization techniques [58].
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Finally, going beyond the visualization of the outdoor urban microclimate,
currently used visualization techniques in building performance simulation re-
sults are evaluated using feedback from an architect [64]. The findings from
this study were the starting point for a larger project aiming at the extension
of existing exploration techniques.
1.4 Collaborations
Most of the projects described in this dissertation originated from active in-
volvement in urban microclimate research at the Arizona State University
(ASU) in Tempe, Arizona, USA. Main collaborators were Research Assistant
Professor Dr. Ariane Middel (School of Geographical Sciences & Urban Plan-
ning and School of Sustainability, ASU), Assistant Professor Dr. Benjamin
L. Ruddell (Fulton Schools of Engineering, ASU), and Prof. em. Dr. An-
thony J. Brazel (School of Geographical Sciences & Urban Planning, ASU).
The central theme of their research activities is the impact of urban design
and landscaping on the surrounding microclimate. In particular, they inves-
tigate the spatio-temporal physical dynamics of microclimate in a desert city
and their influence on thermal comfort and perceptions. For their research,
they use in-situ measurements recorded using a sensor platform attached to
a golf-cart, which is then moved through selected study sites located in the
Phoenix Metropolitan Area, Arizona. Hand-held thermographic images are
used to capture the impact of tree-shade on the spatial distribution of surface
temperatures. While both thermographic images and mobile measurements
help to examine current climatic conditions in a certain, physically available
neighborhood, simulation data sets are created and analyzed to investigate a
number of hypothetical urban form and landscaping scenarios in a structured
way [107].
Furthermore, the tool described in Chapter 5 was implemented in collabo-
ration with Lars Hüttenberger and Nils H. Feige.
The research described in Chapter 6 was conducted in collaboration with
an architect, Eva Hagen, as well as with M.Sc. Diana Fernández Prieto,
Dr. Daniel Engel, and M.Sc. Stephanie Schweitzer, at that time members
of the Computer Graphics and HCI Group, Department of Computer Science,
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University of Kaiserslautern. Furthermore, Dr. Inga Scheler (RHRK Kaiser-
slautern), and Michael Böttinger (Climate Computing Center, Hamburg) are
part of this project, which is still on-going.
1.5 Structure of the dissertation
The main contribution of this dissertation is the prototypic implementation
of a visualization and analysis tool for mobile urban microclimate data sets.
Therefore, three chapters of this dissertation (Chapter 2 through Chapter 4)
are dedicated to this topic. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the research
background, data set characteristics, the framework components, and its use
case for the detailed analysis of one single mobile measurement run. In Chap-
ter 3, an improved method to correct air temperature measurements for sensor
lags is portrayed, before Chapter 4 explains, how the visual delineation of cli-
matic microenvironments can be facilitated based on the spatial aggregation
of a set of mobile transect measurements.
A smaller project within this thesis focuses on the analysis of thermal in-
frared images for urban microclimate research. In this context, Chapter 5
describes a prototypic tool that assists the analysis of a set of time-varying
thermographs.
Chapter 6 focuses on the visualization of relationships between architectural
design and microclimate. In particular, the state of the art of the visualiza-
tion in current building performance simulation tools is described based on a
literature review and feedback from an architect.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
TraVis – A Protoypic Software
for the Visualization and
Analysis of Mobile Urban
Microclimate Measurements
This chapter introduces the main project of this dissertation: The implementa-
tion of TraVis, a prototypic visualization tool for the analysis of mobile transect
measurements in an urban microclimate context. TraVis is designed to support
the workflow of analyzing mobile measurements by providing functionalities for
data preprocessing, data representation, and data analysis. The framework
complements domain-specific state-of-the-art visualization techniques, which
mainly use standard mapping and timeline plots, by incorporating spatial
context and multivariate relationships into the (visual) analysis. I developed
TraVis in close collaboration with two urban climatologists (Ariane Middel
and Benjamin L. Ruddell), who use mobile transect measurements to observe
the impact of the build environment on microclimate in a desert city. They
continuously evaluated the design decisions, and gave important advice about
domain-specific analysis techniques.
While this chapter provides an overview of the background of the described
research, the sample data set with which it was developed, and the basic sys-
tem components of the tool, the following chapters describe work that extend
the core visualization and analysis functionalities. In this context, Chapter 3
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introduces an improved method for sensor lag correction, which is an important
preprocessing step for mobile measurements conducted with slow sensors. Fi-
nally, Chapter 4 describes a purely data-driven approach for the identification
of climatic microenvironments, which can handle diverse mobile measurement
routes and spatial data-sparsety.
To a large part, this chapter is based on a peer-reviewed full-paper, which
was published in the proceedings of PacificVis 2015 [60]. The description of the
data set is taken from a paper that I recently submitted to Urban Climate [63].
2.1 Introduction
Mobile transect measurements are an important tool for urban climatology. A
sensor platform is mounted to a vehicle, which is then moved along a predeter-
mined, potentially interesting route in order to investigate the spatial variation
of observed parameters. In contrast to stationary measurements, which are
collected only pointwise in space, mobile measurements deliver high-resolution
spatial data along a line. This is useful to examine the extend and properties
of contiguous areas of similar climate, as well as the transition between them.
Relating these patterns to the surrounding urban form can inform the design
of sustainable and comfortable urban neighborhoods [108].
Data sets from mobile measurements are multivariate and (often-times)
time-varying trajectory data. A trajectory is defined as a time-ordered se-
quence of spatial locations visited by an entity [7, 8, 154, 124]. Mobile measure-
ments build on these two elementary components, although sensors mounted
on the moving platform add additional environmental attributes, such as air
temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity, short- and longwave ra-
diation or air quality data, varying dynamically along the transect route. The
time-varying component of the data set is introduced by repeating the tran-
sect measurements periodically. Furthermore, each sensor and therefore each
trajectory attribute has a unique and dynamically varying spatial context and
representative source area corresponding to the observation.
In this Chapter, I introduce a framework for the visualization and analysis
of these complex movement data sets. It is structured as follows: The domain-
specific background of this work is described in Section 2.2, leading to the goals
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and contribution to the urban climate as well as the visualization community
in Section 2.3. Related work, as seen from a visualization point-of-view, is por-
trayed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 provides details on the data set, which was
used for implementation and testing of the prototype. The main components
of the framework are shown in Section 2.6, while Section 2.7 demonstrates,
how they can be used to analyze a single mobile measurement run in detail.
Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section 2.8.
2.2 Mobile measurements in urban climatol-
ogy
2.2.1 State of the art
Mobile Measurements
Mobile transect measurements are frequently applied in urban climatology to
investigate the spatial and temporal dynamics of atmospheric conditions within
the urban canopy layer, i.e. in the space between ground and roof level. Several
phenomena can be investigated using this technique. Research usually focuses
on either the more general impact of urban form on microclimate [146, 22] or
on the analysis of specific climatic phenomena, such as the urban heat island
[73, 141, 110, 150] or park cool islands [33]. Studies also investigate health
implications of the urban environment, e.g. through air quality measurements
[45, 65] or through the analysis of thermal comfort [156].
Mobile transect observations frequently include air temperature and rela-
tive humidity [33, 141, 73, 156]. Depending on the research goal of the study,
additional variables are derived from these observations, e.g., the dew point
temperature [146, 150], or measured. For example, Vanos et al. [156] ob-
serve total incoming shortwave radiation to investigate the moderating effect
of parks onto the human energy budget. In urban areas, air quality observa-
tions are also an important source of information. Thus, flexible measurement
systems have been developed and used for mobile air quality measurements.
The Aeroflex bike [45] is a notable example for this application.
Usually, measurements are conducted at a fixed level above ground. In
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some cases, the behavior of the observations with increasing height above the
surface is an integral part of the research question. For example, Chow et al.
[33] used mobile measurements at four heights to derive temperature profiles
over a variety of surface types to investigate the characteristics of the noc-
turnal park cool island effect on the Arizona State University (ASU) campus
in Tempe, Arizona. Land use / land cover (LULC) surrounding the sensors
is frequently included into the analysis, using various methods. Sun et al.
[150] relate their observations to the normalized differenced vegetation index
(NDVI) within two constant radii around the sensor locations. Heusinkveld
et al. [73] use the fraction of buildings, water, and vegetation to statistically
analyze the relationship between observations and urban landscape context.
Recently, larger measurement campaigns have been launched that inves-
tigate the urban climate by using sensors mounted to public transportation
vehicles. These projects cover a larger area, and thus allow the analysis of the
urban climate at the city-scale and with a high temporal resolution and regu-
larity. Buttstädt et al. [24] use air temperature and GPS loggers attached to
busses to increase the spatio-temporal coverage of air temperature data for the
city of Aachen, Germany. The same team developed a prototypic multi-sensor
measurement device in the URBMOBI project [88, 127], which measures air
temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation. It can also be attached
to vehicles moving through a city, monitoring data to inform models [127], or
to identify (un-)comfortable areas within a city [88]. The German Weather
Service (DWD) mounted air temperature and relative humidity sensors to
streetcars to retrieve information about spatio-temporal dynamics of the air
temperature distribution in Halle, Germany, which in turn complements data
retrieved from stationary measurements and simulation models [41]. While
the named examples focus on the observation of the urban heat island or try
to derive implications about the thermal comfort of city dwellers, other larger
measurement campaigns systematically acquire data about air quality. The
AERO-TRAM project [65] is one of these attempts: Here, sensors are attached
to streetcars, and data along two different routes are collected continuously.
Similarly, Hasenfratz et al. [70] equipped ten streetcars in Zurich, Switzerland,
with observation systems for ultra-fine particles. Using these data, they devel-
opped a regression model that eventually results in a city-scale air pollution
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map.
Visualization
In the urban climate literature, mobile transects are frequently displayed as
two-dimensional plots with the spatial location on the x-axis and the observed
quantities on the y-axis [150, 156, 65]. Sometimes, the x-axis is complemented
by LULC information located directly under the sensor platform to facilitate
the relation of measurements to spatial context [22, 146]. Another frequently
used visualization is a two-dimensional spatial plot of transect measurements
on a map [73, 33, 45], displaying only one variable, one measurement height, or
one point in time. In TraVis, I combine the advantages of these visualization
methods, displaying a user-defined number of variables as stacked ribbons on
a background map, and transferring the generally two-dimensional diagrams
into their native spatial context.
Recently developed measurement systems, such as URBMOBI [88, 127] or
the Aeroflex bike [45], include their own automated processing and visualiza-
tion pipelines. In the URBMOBI system, collected and processed data are fed
into simulation models, the results of which can then be explored along with
the transect measurements using the MEA user interface [106, 88, 127]. This
interface provides a data integration facility, which is capable of combining
information from different sources and with diverging spatial resolutions, as
well as standard visualization techniques to explore the data. Thus, a user can
choose an area of interest (AOI), and display the distribution of several vari-
ables within the AOI using side-by-side images. Furthermore, MEA allows the
extraction of time series for individual locations, which are then displayed in a
standard time-series plot [106]. For the Aeroflex bike, Elen et al. [45] developed
a fixed data processing pipeline. The raw data collected during single runs can
be visualized using a quick mapping interface called VITO SensorView, which
allows plotting one variable at a time simultaneously on a map and in a time-
series diagram, limited to this single run [159]. After that, the data runs
through an automated data preprocessing chain, before it can be visualized
using a web-based interface based on a GeoServer and Google Earth plug-in.
This map is updated after completion of additional measurement runs, while
repeated runs – which are conducted along the same route and at fixed points
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in time – are displayed on the map using summary statistics [45]. Another ex-
ample is Vizzly [87], a data storage and aggregation tool that maps aggregated
measurements from both mobile and stationary sensors in a timeline plot and
on a map. The tool enables interactive browsing for very large sensor data sets
at different spatial and temporal resolutions, and was, e.g., used for a larger
air quality measurement campaign using sensors on public transportation ve-
hicles in Zurich, Switzerland [70]. Boufidou et al. [21] developed a database
that is meant to facilitate the management of urban climate data sets. It can
manage geometrical and material information related to the urban landscape,
as well as mobile air temperature measurements that have been collected with
an Arduino platform.
In contrast to the mentioned data management and visualization tools,
TraVis was developed with a focus on the visualization and analysis of mobile
measurement data collected during smaller campaigns. Using visualization
research, the prototype enhances standard mapping techniques to provide de-
tailed views on the multivariate and complex nature of mobile transects at the
microscale.
2.2.2 Data set characteristics
Mobile transect measurements are multivariate geospatial movement data. Us-
ing the notation described in [3, 154], the latter comprise a set of spatial loca-
tions per trajectory, S = {s0, ..., sn}, and a time stamp ti associated with each
element of S, yielding T = {t0, ..., tn}, with n > 0 and indicating the number
of sampled positions. Using T and S, further sets of dynamically changing
attributes A0,...,m can be computed per location and time stamp, including
movement direction, velocity, and acceleration [8, 154]. Similar to the data
sets visualized in [154], mobile-platform transect data sets involve additional,
dynamically changing attributes Am,...,n complementing S and T , such as air
temperature, relative humidity, or surface temperature.
In addition to these properties, mobile transect measurements feature two
peculiarities. Firstly, the attributes collected during mobile transect measure-
ments are related to a certain height above ground level (a.g.l.), which is either
given by the mounting height of the sensors for in-situ measurements (e.g., air
temperature) or by the location of the investigated object for remotely sensed
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data (e.g., surface temperature). This information is an important aspect dur-
ing data analysis. It complements the 3D spatial locations of a moving entity’s
path in conventional trajectory data sets, which is commonly described by a set
of 3D geographic coordinates (latitude, longitude, and elevation above mean
sea level (a.s.l.)). Since the set of spatial locations is usually displayed on a
two-dimensional map that represents the projection of the Earth’s surface onto
a plane, the measurement height a.g.l. introduces a vertical offset dimension
in addition to the resulting set of two-dimensional coordinates on that plane.
Secondly, the analysis of the spatial context of the data differs from usual
trajectory data sets. In conventional trajectory data sets, the spatial context
is analyzed to facilitate reasoning about certain movement patterns. For mo-
bile transect measurements, the trajectory is exogenously fixed based on the
aim to observe relationships between multiple environmental attributes and
the spatial context, utilizing spatial context to explain attributes rather than
the trajectory itself. The multiple sensors in a research transect each measure
a different field of view, and as such each of multiple attribute observations
has a distinct and separate relationship to the spatial context.
2.2.3 Challenges during data analysis
The specific tasks during the analysis of mobile measurements depend on a
central research question that is individual for each study. Nevertheless, uni-
versal tasks could be identified by the collaborators of this research, Ariane
Middel and Benjamin L. Ruddell, which are also mirrored in the literature. To
summarize these findings, a very general workflow is depicted in Figure 2.1.
After observation, climatologists need to preprocess mobile observations
to establish precise measurements of attributes and exact relations to their
spatial context. For example, this includes a time-detrending step to filter
out potential impacts of changing reference weather during the course of a
run [147]. This way, the variability of the attributes along a route can more
reliably be traced back to the surrounding urban form and landscape. Fur-
thermore, sensor inertia has to be taken into account. If the sensors are too
slow to synchronize their readings with the conditions of the traversed mi-
croenvironments, the spatial resolution of the observations will be reduced.
This error source can be avoided either through correction (see, e.g., [1]) or
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Figure 2.1: A simplified workflow for mobile measurements: From observation
to conclusion.
through adapting the number of and distance between measurement points to
the spatial resolution dictated by the sensor’s inertia [24].
Besides these data-immanent correction procedures, the observations also
need to be integrated with external data sources that complement the informa-
tion provided by the mobile measurements. This information can, e.g., consist
of maps, revealing the spatial context of the traversed route. Also data from
stationary observations can be useful either as a base for comparisons with
mobile measurements (e.g., [24]) or to retrieve additional information about
the weather conditions during a measurement run (e.g., [150]).
After preprocessing, the data can be analyzed in terms of the individual
research goal. However, a common goal of mobile measurements is the inves-
tigation of the spatial variability of observed attributes (because otherwise,
stationary measurement would suffice), and to explore the reasons for this
variability (e.g. in terms of a varying landscape). Patterns identified during
exploration can then lead to a conclusion.
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2.3 Research goals and contribution
The overarching goal of this project is the development of a tool that assists
urban microclimate researchers during data preparation, transformation, ex-
ploration, and analysis of the relationship between multiple mobile platform
observations and spatial context. As such, this research contributes to both
the discipline of urban climatology and visualization.
2.3.1 Contribution to the urban climate community
The contribution of this project to the urban climate community is an interac-
tive visualization and analysis tool, which enables researchers to explore their
mobile measurements in detail, to put it into relation with the spatial context,
and to detect potentially relevant patterns in the data based on clustering and
aggregation techniques. To the best of my knowledge, to date no tool exists
for the comprehensive analysis of the collected data, although mobile transect
measurements are a common observation technique in urban climatology.
While the tool includes standard preprocessing techniques such as time-
detrending, research has also been directed towards the evaluation and im-
provement of existing approaches for sensor lag correction (compare Chap-
ter 3). The stacking-based visualization approach combines the advantages of
the frequently used uni-variate geospatial mapping with the evenly frequently
used multivariate x-y-diagrams, enabling the simultaneous inspection of a set
of measured attributes in their spatial context. At the same time, the esti-
mated sensor-specific source area can be used to relate the measurements to
the land cover fractions that theoretically impact them. Finally, I implemented
a visualization technique for spatially aggregated mobile measurements that
integrates data from diverging traverse routes. The visualization does not just
use simple aggregation measures, but it provides a detailed representation of
urban microenvironments, their characteristics, their extends, and transitions
between them.
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2.3.2 Contribution to the visualization community
From a visualization perspective, this project adds to the research field of
geospatial trajectory visualization: I developed an interactive visualization for
multivariate trajectory attribute data, providing a detailed view of their dy-
namic behavior during a mobile transect measurement run. In addition, the
dynamic spatial context is not limited to visualizing a background-map, but its
impact onto the trajectory attributes can interactively be explored employing
the meteorological concept of a source area, which is a notion for the spatial
field of view of this class of sensors [136]. An interactive clustering interface
enables the user to classify transect segments according to coherent patterns
of multivariate relationships either between atmospheric attributes alone, or
between atmospheric attributes and their associated land use fractions within
the sensor-specific source area. Finally, a glyph-based visualization technique
for aggregated multivariate trajectory data was developed and added to the
framework (Chapter 4). As a result, the prototype comprises capabilities to
qualitatively and quantitatively explore spatial and multivariate interdepen-
dencies within the data set under investigation, and structures the underlying
space according to what has been measured on top of it.
2.4 Related work
Since mobile transect data sets share several characteristics with conventional
trajectory data sets, the related work for this research mainly consists of visual
analytics for movement data, which will be described in this subsection.
During the last decades, research has been conducted on the visualization
of and interaction with large geospatial trajectory data sets. Standard tra-
jectory data sets are multidimensional, and include space, time, and other
attributes associated with movement (speed, direction, acceleration), moving
entities (age, gender, vessel type), or – as in the case considered for this re-
search – contextual environmental attributes that change over the course of a
trajectory [160]. Depending on the research goal and the underlying applica-
tion scenario, studies concentrate on one or more of these dimensions.
Studies focusing on the spatial dimension of movement data frequently clus-
ter, filter, or aggregate trajectories to facilitate reasoning about explanatory
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patterns. Rinzivillo et al. [124] apply progressive clustering to a data set
describing car movement in Milan, where simple distance functions based on
start, destination, a set of waypoints, temporal distances between those points
or a combination of these aspects can be used successively. Andrienko et al.
[6] describe an iterative clustering approach on a trajectory data set, which
relies on the initial definition of a "classifier" resulting from clustering a subset
of the data set. This classifier is then applied to the remaining data, while
it can also be interactively refined if necessary. Andrienko and Andrienko [7]
use accumulations of significant points on trajectories (starting points, desti-
nations, stops, turns) to partition the underlying space. Movement occurring
between these areas is aggregated and visualized using a flow map. Krüger et
al. [91] developed "TrajectoryLenses", an intuitive spatial filter interface for
a large trajectory data set. Using three different kinds of TrajectoryLenses, a
user can investigate the set of trajectories with common starting points, end
points, intermediate route points, or a combination of these. A temporal filter
can also be applied to the data by selecting an interval on a hierarchical time
slider.
In addition, studies include spatial semantics and a visualization of how
trajectory patterns change over time. One example is described by Krüger
et al. [90], where information about places of interest in direct adjacency to
the trip destinations are streamed from a location-based application called
Foursquare. A time-line view reveals which places were visited when and how
often. Growth ring maps were introduced by Bak et al. [17]. Whenever an
entity visits a specific location, the ring around that place grows. Spatial se-
mantics and temporal information are included by color-coding the rings. In
a study by Wang et al. [164], spatial semantics occur as an underlying road
network. Trajectory data recorded by taxis are matched with this network to
investigate the spatial distribution of traffic jams in Beijing, and the result is
visualized as a 2D map. The average speed of the taxis is encoded as addi-
tional attribute through color-coding. A time-line view shows the temporal
distribution of the traffic jams, while a graph projection view displays the in-
terrelations between traffic jams over space and time. Lundblad et al. [98]
developed SWIM, a tool designed to help shipping companies in route plan-
ning. In SWIM, the trajectories of ships are set into context with weather
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forecast data along their routes, using linked views to explore the atmospheric
spatial context of one or more ships.
The simultaneous analysis of space, time, and multiple attributes has also
been addressed in recent studies. Hurter et al. [80] describe a visual query
system to select and analyze data subsets in several dimensions. The query
results can be spread out over several displays to efficiently analyze subsets
of the data, while still having the remaining data at hand. The visualization
relies on 2D-scatterplots, i.e., attributes are paired without spatial context.
Some approaches spatially plot multiple trajectory attributes. Lampe et
al. [94] use quantitative differences between kernel density estimate plots to
compare movement, taking into account different time intervals, or different
attributes either associated with the moving entities or the environment. Inter-
active exploration of the data set is facilitated by multiple coordinated views
that are connected to each other via brushing and linking. Scheepens et al.
[134] develop a density map, in which several movement density fields can be
combined by three different aggregation techniques. The final density is en-
coded using a height map, while the initial density fields are color-coded for
differentiation in the final image. Later, this visualization was extended [133];
the kernel for the density estimation can now be dynamically adapted to at-
tributes of interest, and the combination of single density fields was designed
to be more flexible.
Attempts have been made to encode space, time, and additional attributes
of individual trajectories in detail. Visualizing trajectories on this level is cer-
tainly not always advantageous. It can lead to enormous clutter, and the
overview is lost, unless route variations are low or the number of trajectories
is small. Both conditions may be met for microclimate mobile-platform tran-
sect data sets, which makes studies dealing with such detailed visualizations
valuable for my research.
Ware et al. [166] developed "TrackPlot", a tool to visualize whale tracks.
The authors encode a whale’s trip through 3D-space as a ribbon, while the
movement direction is shown by arrows on the ribbon’s surface. The rib-
bon is wound around a central axis, highlighting the animal’s roll behavior,
and glyphs are attached to show certain swimming techniques. Vrotsou et
al. [160] simplify trajectories into movement episodes and display the result-
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ing regionalized track. Closely related to the transect segmentation capability
of my solution, they also provide the opportunity to classify these movement
episodes according to similar multivariate relationships. However, in contrast
to my implementation of a detailed mobile transect visualization, they do not
show the details of multivariate relationships on the map.
The study most closely related to the visualization display described in this
chapter is the framework introduced by Tominski et al. [154]. This approach
combines time, space, and one attribute in a hybrid 2D/3D visualization dis-
play. The authors stack individual trajectories as color-coded ribbons along
the z-axis, ordered by a user-defined attribute. The temporal dimension can
be included into the visualization by temporally ordering the ribbons along
the z-axis. Additionally, the temporal variation of attributes is investigated by
using a "time lens", which is a circular display that can be moved to a position
of interest. The visualization technique used to represent a single transect run
relies on several design decisions presented in [154]. Although the authors refer
to the clustering capabilities of their framework to include multivariate rela-
tionships into the analysis, a limitation is that only one trajectory attribute
can be visualized in detail per display instance. I overcome this limitation by
using the third dimension for the synchronous display of multiple attributes of
interest that belong to the same trajectory (by the cost of not showing multiple
transects at once), while additionally using clustering techniques to summarize
multivariate relationships. Furthermore, I enable the user to interactively and
quantitatively explore the spatial context of the trajectories.
2.5 Sample data set
2.5.1 Study site
The data sets used to conduct this study were recorded by Benjamin L. Rud-
dell, Ariane Middel and their team at Power Ranch, a master-planned commu-
nity in Gilbert, Arizona, USA (33.27 N, -111.69 W, 406 m a.s.l.). It is located
in the southeastern part of the Phoenix Metropolitan Area (Figure 2.2), which
in turn is situated in the northeastern Sonoran Desert. The climate in Phoenix
can be described as hot and semiarid, with mean daily minimum temperatures
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ranging from 7.1◦C in December to 28.1◦C in July, and mean daily maximum
temperatures ranging from 19.6◦C in December to 41.0◦C in July. The average
annual precipitation is 207.7 mm ([171]).
Power Ranch mainly consists of low-rise residential buildings arranged in
Phoenix Metropolitan Area, Arizona 
:
Power Ranch Community, Gilbert 
Figure 2.2: Location of the study area (background image: Google Earth).
single-family home neighborhoods, lined up along asphalt roads and concrete
sidewalks. All homes are surrounded by yards, which frequently feature a
swimming pool and have landscaping types ranging from desert-like xeriscap-
ing to irrigation-intensive mesiscaping. The space between neighborhoods is
occupied by parks, a large portion of which is covered by grass. An artifi-
cial lake is located in the center and in the northern part of Power Ranch,
respectively (Figure 2.4).
2.5.2 Instrumentation
Four air temperature sensors are attached to the measurement platform. Two
of these sensors are Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD) used in the
Rotronic HC2S3 combined temperature and relative humidity probe (pur-
chased via Campbell Scientific). The RTDs are platinum type and have a
resistance of 100 Ω (Pt100 RTD) [28]. Their rated measurement range lies
between −40◦C and +60◦C, while their precision is ±0.1◦C at 23◦C [28].
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Figure 2.3: Measurement platform and sensor setup.
The other two sensors are Campbell Scientific FW3 thermocouples, which
are Fine-Wire Thermocouples (FWT) of Type E (Chromel-Constantan) with
a diameter of 0.0762 mm (0.003 in) [26]. In accordance with the thermistor
located onboard the CR1000 data logger, they have a precision of ±0.1◦C in a
range between 0◦C and 40◦C [27]. A typical time constant for a thermocouple
of this diameter is 0.525 s in still air (linearly interpolated from table 2 in [116]
1).
In addition to the air temperature sensors, relative humidity is measured at
1 m and 2 m height using two relative humidity probes of Rotronic’s HC2S3,
i.e. the Rotronic Hygromer IN-1 with a precision of ±0.8% relative humidity
at 23◦C [28]. The time constant reported in the specifications ranges between
22 s and 30 s, dependent on the utilized filter [28].
The sensors are mounted on a mast attached to the front of a golf cart
(Figure 2.3). One group of sensors consisting of both one HC2S3 combined
temperature and relative humidity probe and one FW3 thermocouples is lo-
cated at each of the two measurement heights (1 m and 2 m). The HC2S3
sensors are each housed in naturally ventilated M.R. Young 10-plate radiation
1The response times for a fine gage bare wire thermocouple of Type J (Iron-Constantan)
are listed in this table. However, Campbell Scientific Customer Support referred to this
table for a time constant estimate for the FW3 Type E thermocouple.
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shields.
Air temperature and relative humidity sensors have been calibrated by the
manufacturer. However, to make sure that sensors at equal heights measure
the same air temperature, the domain-experts recorded a reference time series
over 4.5 h at night with the platform remaining at the same place. The com-
parison between the average air temperature sampled by the FWT and the
RTD mounted at 2 m showed a difference of 0.04◦C, while the air temperature
sampled with the FWT and the RTD mounted at 1 m deviated by 0.044 ◦C.
Since this difference is negligible, the sensors are still calibrated well enough.
Surface temperature is measured using an Apogee SI-111 infrared radiome-
ter. This radiometer has a spectral range of 8 µm to 14 µm, a 22◦ half angle
field of view, and an operating environment of −55◦C to 80◦C [10]. The
radiometer needs 0.6 s to respond to 95 % of an impulse change [10]. In ad-
dition to that, solar radiation is measured using a Campbell Scientific LP02-L
Pyranometer [29], while wind speed and direction are observed using a cup
anemometer and a wind vane.
Meteorological data were recorded at 1 Hz frequency and logged with a
Campbell Scientific CR1000 data logger, which is mounted to the back side
of the golf cart. In addition to the meteorological data, the platform velocity
vector and the position of the golf-cart is tracked using a GPS device.
2.5.3 Data collection
The data were recorded during 21 transect runs (Figure 2.4) conducted on
four different days and three different times of year (May, September, and
February). Each transect covers areas with buildings and open spaces, thus
representing a variety of land covers. The approximate physical scale of ex-
pected microclimate variation ranged between approx. 10 m (moving the golf
cart over an intersection while driving between two arrays of evenly spaced
houses before and after this intersection) and approx. 400 m (crossing the
park in the center of the study area in east-west direction). Microclimate het-
erogeneity is maximized by driving the transect platform through intermittent
shade of trees located next to the route and by periodically stopping the plat-
form in selected microenvironments. This was extensively done during 17 of
the 21 transect runs, with the cart on average being stopped for 65.5 % of the
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Figure 2.4: Transect runs in Power Ranch (background map: Google).
entire transect duration. While not stopping, the platform was moved at an
average speed of 3.51 m/s. The remaining three runs are "path runs", i.e. the
cart is not stopped as often as during the tree runs (on average only 18.3 % of
the entire transect duration). For the path runs, the platform is moved at an
average speed of 4.88 m/s when not stopping. The measurements were carried
out between 14:40 MST and 21:22 MST on May 08, 2014 (five runs), between
07:20 MST and 12:57 MST on May 10, 2014 (three runs), between 06:59 MST
and 19:36 MST on September 15, 2014 (five runs), and between 06:22 MST
and 22:14 MST on February 05 (eight runs). The duration of the transect runs
ranged between 16 and 144.5 minutes, which is long enough for the diurnal
cycle to affect measurements. Weather conditions during the runs are listed in
Table 2.1; they are mostly warm, stable, and clear.
2.6 System components
My tool combines important data transformation and contextualization steps,
a visual interface, and interactive analysis capabilities to facilitate the explo-
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Date and time Average air 
temperature 
[°C] 
Average wind 
speed [m/s] 
Average 
relative 
humidity [%] 
Cloud cover 
May 08, 2014 
14:40 MST – 21:22 MST 
26.40 1.06 18.17 thinly scattered to 
scattered in early 
afternoon 
May 10, 2014 
07:20 MST – 12:57 MST 
27.21 1.38 19.90 clear 
September 15, 2014 
06:59 MST – 19:36 MST 
36.02 1.31 29.54 thinly scattered to 
scattered starting 
from noon 
February 05, 2015 
06:22 MST – 22:14 MST 
19.58 0.50 50.30 thinly scattered 
until late 
afternoon, then 
clear 
Table 2.1: Reference weather during the mobile measurements, averaged over
the time span in which all measurements of a day took place (reference me-
teorology from MesoWest 2014 [105]: Cloud cover from KIWA Phoenix-Mesa
Gateway, temperature and wind data is the average of the data from four
nearby stations surrounding the study site, i.e. AU340 Gilbert, D2495 Gilbert,
AT202 Gilbert, and SRP31 Rittenhouse).
ration of mobile-platform transect data. An overview over the system compo-
nents is given in this Section, while another important feature – the spatial
aggregation of a set of mobile measurements – will be described in Chap-
ter 4. The functionalities of the prototype can be steered using the main user
interface shown in Figure 2.5, as will also be described in context with the
description of the framework components. The prototype was implemented
using C++, Qt 4, and openGL 4.
2.6.1 Database setup
To enable queries and real-time interaction with the data, transect data files
are loaded into a relational database (MySQL 5.6, Oracle Corporation). Each
transect run is stored as a table in the data base. The results of the pre-
processing steps are added as additional columns so that each preprocessing
step has to be performed only once, while all intermediate and final results
of the analysis are stored. This way, TraVis can also only be used as a data
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Figure 2.5: The graphical user interface. (a) The Map View. Plan-view overlay
of a transect on the LULC layer, visualizing a segmentation result (see also
Section 2.6.4; background map: [46]). (b) The Fraction Plot, showing the
LULC fractions within the surface temperature infrared radiometer’s field of
view. (c) The pie-chart that complements the fraction plot. (d) Classification
result based on surface temperature and land use fractions in the infrared
radiometer’s source area. (e) Parallel coordinates show the semantical meaning
of the classes, which have been determined during the segmentation process.
preprocessing tool, and, as a trivial extension of the current implementation,
preprocessing results can be easily be exported for further processing in other
environments.
Range, mean, and standard deviation of the attributes are provided through
a database summary functionality (Figure 2.6).
2.6.2 Data preprocessing
Several data transformation steps are required to correct the spatial and tem-
poral position of the transect observations for an accurate visualization. First,
the time series recorded by the sensors during the transect is linearly time-
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Figure 2.6: The database summary functionality.
detrended to estimate each observation’s value at the transect’s starting time.
Reference conditions can change significantly during the time elapsed while the
transect route is traversed, contaminating the observed relationship between
spatial context and environmental attributes along the transect route [147].
Time-detrending is performed individually for each measured time series by
using a linear best fit time-trend to adjust all temperatures to the baseline
observed at the beginning of each transect.
Data transformation also includes Geographical Information System (GIS)
georeferencing, projecting the attribute observations into the coordinate sys-
tem of the spatial context maps. In the sample data set, the GPS positions
are given as geographical coordinates and projected into a UTM conformal
projection to store all data in a Cartesian reference space. The GIS coordinate
transformations are carried out using the open-source GDAL library [53].
After projection, I extract the LULC type directly underneath the sensor
platform location from a high-resolution LULC map [46] and store them as
additional attribute in the corresponding tables, i.e. each measurement tuple
is complemented with the LULC information. This is the immediate spatial
context of the mobile platform itself, and is important for the visualization
strategy, as will be explained in the next Section.
Finally, a filtering step is conducted before transect data are rendered to
avoid visual artifacts. The tuples corresponding to temporary pauses of the
mobile platform’s movement are extracted. In this case, the filter is applied
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to tuples in which the platform moves slower than its average speed. Then,
the extracted tuples are grouped according to their sequence on the trajectory.
For each connected component, the central vertex of the resulting trajectory
segment is used as a spatial representative, and is associated with attributes
that have been averaged over all members of the particular trajectory segment.
Note that the results of this preprocessing step are not stored in the data base,
but calculated each time a transect run is queried. This way, potentially im-
portant information is not lost.
2.6.3 Data representation
Similar to [154], my visualization relies on a hybrid 2D / 3D representation
of the data in its geographical reference space using wall-layers stacked in z-
direction on a two-dimensional land use / land cover (LULC) map. In contrast
to [154], I do not use the third dimension to visualize the dynamics of one spe-
cific attribute on different trajectories. I rather use the individual wall-layers
to display the values associated with different environmental attributes of the
same trajectory, approximating the intuitive notion of measurement height
above the ground that is inherent in the data.
The spatial distribution of attribute values along the route can be interac-
tively explored in the map view (Fig. 2.5a). The spatial context is currently
represented by a high-resolution 2D LULC map, given by a georeferenced im-
age file that is loaded into the map widget using the GDAL library [53]. Each
pixel of this image is assigned a LULC class, and represents a spatial domain
of 1 m2 [46]. The displayed map is automatically scaled to the bounding box
of the entire data set, while a visual buffering offset is added to each side.
The LULC classes are by default semantically color-coded to facilitate quick
perception of the spatial context, but the user may specify an individually pre-
ferred color scheme on-the-fly. The colors of the background map are rendered
in low saturation to visually emphasize the stacked wall.
Similar to the visualization design described in [154], I use a hybrid 2D/3D
representation of the trajectory data considered in the given application sce-
nario (Fig. 2.7). In accordance with the semantics inherent in mobile transect
data, the third dimension can be used to encode the measurement height of
the the multiple environmental attributes, stacked in order of the offset height
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Figure 2.7: A wall as seen from (a) bird’s view, and (b) from the side (facing
north). Surface temperature, 1 m air temperature, and 2 m air temperature
are stacked upon each other (from bottom to top). The lowest layer shows
the LULC class of the particular route nodes. Note that some relationships
between 1 m and 2 m air temperatures can be detected: The peaks in 1 m are
more intensive than those in 2 m height (background map: [46]).
above ground of each sensor. For the sample data set described in Section 2.5,
this results in the following order: The surface temperature is rendered in the
lowest layer, followed by 1 m relative humidity, 1 m air temperature, 2 m
relative humidity, and finally 2 m air temperature as top layer.
The user selects a single transect run from a drop-down menu to the left
side of the widget that provides all transects in the database as options. Then,
the user can dynamically select a combination of environmental attributes
and their sequence of display in the wall. It is also possible to only examine
the value distribution of a single variable. Further layers can subsequently be
added to or removed from the visualization display, enabling the user to choose
another stacking order than the semantically meaningful default described
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above. User-defined adjacency of two specific layers in the wall is desirable to
ease direct comparison of the two attributes they represent. Figure 2.8 shows
May 10, 2014    11:26 MST LULC
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Figure 2.8: A wall in close up view, showing a segment of a transect run
included in the sample data set: surface temperature, 1 m relative humidity,
1 m air temperature, 2 m relative humidity, and 2 m air temperature (from
bottom to top). The lowest layer shows the LULC class of the particular route
nodes. Note the visual pattern of association between LULC, temperature,
and humidity (background map: [46]).
the wall-design in a close-up view, including five environmental attributes in
the sample data set. The attributes are visualized as ribbons stacked in the
vertical wall that winds along the transect route. They are built around the
underlying trajectories, which are created by connecting the points given by
the GPS (the "nodes") with line segments. Using the concept of offset curves
[77], I duplicate the trajectories on either side of the initial line to construct
the bottom part of each wall layer. In contrast, the vertical thickness of an
attribute’s ribbon is not homogeneous over the course of the route, but is in-
stead proportional to the measured values at each node. Between nodes the
height is linearly interpolated to create a sense of spatial continuity.
A known drawback of 3D visualization is the difficulty to perceive and com-
pare magnitudes [37]. Relying on the height of the wall-layers as the only
indicator for the value of an attribute at a certain location is thus insufficient.
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Therefore, the ribbons are additionally color-coded so that both the intensity
of color and thickness of the ribbon are proportionate to the normalized value
of the attribute. The color scale for the values depicted along the ribbons is
predefined through a set of sequential colors in the ColorBrewer [67]. Lighter
colors are associated with lower values and darker colors with higher values,
following the cartographic convention of "Dark equals more" [67]. The user
may specify an individually preferred color scheme for each ribbon. Per de-
fault, red is selected for temperature and blue for humidity attributes.
The semi-transparent surface between the ribbons serves three functions.
First, it enhances the perception of the height and color of the individual rib-
bon. To ensure that this effect also applies to the uppermost ribbon, the top
ribbon is inverted. Second, the surface visually connects individual wall-layers
and enhances the perception of which points on the ribbons share a spatial
location on the map. Third, the gaps that arise between the ribbons reduce
occlusion because the semi-transparency provides a view behind the wall. How-
ever, a certain amount of occlusion is still possible, so the view can be rotated
in three dimensions and translated or scaled to change the perspective.
An issue that cannot be solved using rotation, translation, and scaling is the
occlusion of the immediate spatial context directly under the mobile platform
transect by the wall itself. To avoid losing this important context information,
a LULC class ribbon is added as the lowest layer of the wall, repeating the
color-coding of the immediate spatial context.
In the prototype, it is only possible to stack five observed attributes upon
each other, and these variables are based on the sample data set described in
Section 2.5. This implementation was chosen to make variable-specific opera-
tions possible, which, e.g., include the combined normalization of air temper-
ature and relative humidity measured at two different heights.
2.6.4 Data analysis
Analyzing the relationship between land use/land cover and micro-
climate
Theoretical considerations
In micrometeorology, the field of view of an atmospheric sensor can be
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described using the source area [136] concept. Sensor height a.g.l., wind speed
and direction, and atmospheric factors determine the shape and position of
the source weight function, which describes the relative contribution of the
different upwind locations to the sampled value [157, 136]. The source area
is the projection of the isopleths of this source weight function to a 2D plane
[136].
For the surface temperature, which is in this case measured using an infrared
radiometer, the source area is a circular area that is the field of view of the
instrument [137]. The radius r of this disc can easily be determined using the
following equation [137, 113]:
r = h√
1
F −1
(2.1)
with h quantifying the mounting height of the radiometer in [m]. F is the
dimensionless view factor that describes the ratio between a circular area on
the ground and its surrounding annulus (limited by the horizon for a radiome-
ter with a field of view of 180◦) [137]. In my implementation, F is constantly
set to 0.95, which means that the elements located within the resulting disc
contribute to 95 % of the measured surface temperature signal [113].
For radiometers with a smaller field of view, as is the case for the radiome-
ter used to record the sample data set, the source area can also be determined
using simple geometric principles [11]. The current version of TraVis uses
Equation 2.1 to determine a radiometer’s source area. For future work, how-
ever, it is planned to also include the more exact radiometer source area based
on the field of view half angle input by a user based on the principles described
in [11].
The computation of a source area for passive scalars such as air tem-
perature is more complex, because the heat fluxes determining this quantity
underly turbulent transport mechanisms [137]. These, in turn, are dependent
on several atmospheric properties that are prevalent at the time the quantity
was measured. The land surfaces impacting the air temperature are located
upwind of the sensor. Thus, the orientation of the source area’s semimajor axis
generally varies with the predominant wind direction at the spatio-temporal
location of sampling. However, other factors also affect the source area; this
has been a research area over the last 30 years, applying methods such as Large
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Figure 2.9: The slider can be used to interactively explore the spatial context
of the data. The source area is attached to the bottom of the slider, while the
fraction plot and the pie chart underneath the map display the composition
of LULC fractions within the source area. The ellipsoid exemplifies the source
area for air temperature measured at a height of 1 m (background map: [46]).
Eddy Simulation or Lagrangian stochastic particle dispersion models [157].
Since the source area needs to be estimated for each node on each trajectory,
the estimation technique must be computationally affordable. Therefore, I rely
on Schmid’s simple parametric model to determine a source area’s shape and
size [136, 1]. Five parameters are required to compute the shape parameters
for the resulting ellipsoid, with the orientation of the semimajor axis being
parallel to the wind direction: measurement height, Obhukov length (a mea-
sure for the atmospheric stability), surface roughness length, friction velocity,
and the standard deviation of lateral wind speeds. These parameters cannot
be directly computed from the sample data set, but have to be determined
using external information. For the prototype described in this dissertation,
the orientation of the source area was estimated using averaged wind direction
values retrieved from four weather stations surrounding the study area [105].
The other necessary parameters were selected such that the final ellipsoid ap-
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proximates a realistic size.
The estimation of the source area for passive scalars is still ongoing work.
TraVis currently only computes the source area for sensors mounted in 1 m
height for the case of a stable atmosphere. To retrieve more reliable results, it
is necessary to add the capability to evaluate multiple types of spatial context
such as the height map of the urban environment’s features. Based on the
resulting addition of geometrical information, the estimation of the source ar-
eas for passive scalars needs to be improved and evaluated thoroughly. While
currently only wind direction data from surrounding weather stations is used
to estimate the orientation of the source area, more data sources need to be
integrated into the framework to retrieve information about the atmospheric
stability and approximate turbulence characteristics at each measurement lo-
cation. To refine the estimation of the passive scalar source area’s shape,
additional source area models can be added that incorporate height maps and
canopy structure.
Visualization
Depicting all source areas for each point on the route simultaneously would
result in numerous overlapping areas, making it difficult to distinguish the
source areas of individual points on the route. In my framework, the source
areas for distinct sensors can be interactively explored by means of a slider,
which can be moved along the transect route. The user can choose which
source area is displayed by using the radiobuttons in the graphical user in-
terface (Fig. 2.5). The slider consists of two parts: The visualization of the
source area at the bottom, and a semi-transparent cylindrical bar. The latter
allows for the unambiguous attribution of the slider elements to a particular
spatial location traversed by the mobile platform. To ensure that the bar does
not occlude the measurement values at the selected location, it is rendered
transparently. A thin white plane is added to the bar, which indicates the
exact slider position (Fig. 2.9).
Two different measurement field of views are computed within TraVis as
described above: The radiometer source area and the source area for pas-
sive scalar fluxes (e.g., air temperature). In the sample data set described in
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Section 2.5, the radiometer is mounted at a height of approximately 0.3 m,
resulting in a disc radius of 1.28 m. Consequently, the circle that represents
this source area is so small that it disappears underneath the wall, whose
width on the map is broader than this radius. Furthermore, depending on the
predominant wind direction, the source area for passive scalars might overlap
with the transect route, so that parts of the resulting ellipsoid are occluded
by the wall. Nevertheless, the fractions of the LULC classes within the source
area can be detected in the LULC composition display located underneath the
map, and the adjacent pie-chart that provides an alternative representation
of the fractions. The map, the fraction plot, and the pie-chart are linked:
While the slider indicating the position on the transect is repeated in the frac-
tion plot, the pie-chart adapts dynamically to the values associated with the
slider’s position on the map and in the fraction plot. To ensure a smooth visual
transition of the pie chart between different segments, the LULC classes are
always allocated in the same order on the pie chart.
The source area for passive scalar fluxes is constructed using the shape pa-
rameters given by Schmid’s parametric model [136], which include the upwind
distance from the sensor to the near end of the ellipsoid, the distance to the far
end, the distance to the point where the ellipsoid has the maximum width, and
the length of the corresponding semi-minor axis. I use rational cubic Beziér
curves to create conic sections that are attached to each other to construct the
egg-shaped function [48]. The resulting shape is rendered semitransparent, so
that the LULC underneath this shape can still be recognized.
Segmenting a transect according to similar multivariate behavior
The functionality of the framework is complemented by a clustering interface,
which can be used to classify the transect into segments of comparable multi-
attribute patterns – similar to [160]. While the above described visualization
and analysis capabilities facilitate the qualitative reasoning on the values and
their interdependencies, the classification provides quantitative support.
The clustering is based on a combination of a self-organizing map (SOM)
[89] and the k-means clustering algorithm. This combination has been demon-
strated to reliably structure the results of the SOM into a lower number of
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a. b.
Figure 2.10: (a) The cluster interface, which is linked to the main window
depicted in Figure 2.5. In the background, the weight vectors associated with
the individual self-organizing map (SOM) nodes are visualized. They are col-
ored using Sammon’s mapping [128] of the weight vectors into a 2D color
space [131, 9, 160]. The borders of the nodes represent each node’s cluster
membership after the k-means clustering has been applied. (b) The results of
Sammon’s mapping [128] of the neurons into a 2D space [131, 158]. The exam-
ple is based on segmenting a mobile measurement run conducted on February
05, 2015, at 09:37 MST, based on surface temperature and air temperature in
1 m and 2 m height.
clusters, which is particularly useful if the number of nodes in the SOM is
large [158]. Furthermore, it has also been successfully used in climate re-
search, e.g. to visualize areas of similar temporal snowfall variation [161]. A
drawback is the computation time, which does not allow for real-time inter-
action if a large number of SOM nodes and SOM training iterations is used.
Another disadvantage of this approach lies in the dependency of the k-means
clustering algorithm on the number and location of the initial cluster centroids
[158].
My implementation of the SOM roughly follows the description provided in
Kohonen’s paper [89]. The weight vectors associated with the SOM’s neurons
are initialized randomly using the Boost.Random library (Boost 1.55) [100].
The input, based on which the SOM is trained, is a vector consisting of the
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normalized values of a user-defined set of variables, ordered according to the
sequence in which these variables are chosen. The variables are normalized
over an entire transect run according to the variable-specific maximum and
minimum, while variables describing the same physical property are normal-
ized together to facilitate comparisons.
To train the SOM, a set of N (with N = the number of observation points
along the route) input vectors is randomly drawn from the set of input vectors
during each epoch [89, 158]. For each input vector, the best-matching neuron
(BMN) on the SOM is determined based on Euclidian distance [89]. Then, the
weights of all neurons within a neighborhood of a radius r around the BMN
are updated according to coefficients given by an exponential kernel function,
which is centered around the BMN, which decreases with increasing distance,
and which regulates the impact of the input vector on the weights of the sur-
rounding neurons. Additionally, a linearly decreasing adaptation coefficient
regulates this impact over time [158, 89]. r also decreases linearly over time,
starting with the SOM’s longest side as an initial value. The clustering proce-
dure can be steered via an interface (Fig. 2.10a), on which several algorithm
parameters can be determined by the user. First of all, the size of the SOM
in x- and y-direction can be defined, as well as the number of epochs. After
the algorithm has finished, the user can select the number of cluster centroids
for the k-means clustering algorithm. While the initial positions of the cluster
centroids are determined randomly, a user can refine the number of cluster
centers after visually inspecting the results of the SOM [158], or by consid-
ering hypotheses about the expected number of different microenvironments
along the route. The final weights SOM nodes are colored using Sammon’s
mapping [128] of the nodes into a two-dimensional color space to visualize the
similarity of the nodes weight vectors, and hence, to support the task of visual
inspection [131, 9, 160]. Additionally, the results of the mapping procedure
can be investigated in an additional window [158, 131] (Fig. 2.10b).
The quality of the partition can be explored using a parallel coordinates plot
in the main window (Fig. 2.5, [160, 57]), which shows the clustering results as
applied to the selected transect run. In this plot, classes are color-coded with
a qualitative color-scheme [67] and can be brushed. If the user is not satisfied
with the current partition, the number of cluster centroids for the k-means
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clustering can be interactively refined.
The user can select the attributes to be clustered, since clustering some
combinations of attributes might not lead to meaningful results. For exam-
ple, there is no physical relationship between the infrared radiometer’s source
area and the sampled air temperature because the thermometer employed to
observe the latter has a different field of view.
On the main window, the results of the classification are visualized in a
dedicated widget (Fig. 2.5d), which is visually connected to the slider de-
scribed above, so that the link between cluster membership, spatial context,
and attribute values at that point on the transect can be interactively explored.
Additionally, the clustering results are added to the wall as topmost layer.
2.7 Use case
The visualization was tested using the mobile transect data set recorded on
May 08, 2014, between 14:40 and 15:50 MST. In order to investigate whether
the observations along the transect route can be classified into distinct seg-
ments of similar variable behavior, the clustering capability of the framework
is used. In the illustrated case, the normalized values for air temperature at
1 m and 2 m, relative humidity at 1 m and 2 m, and surface temperature is
utilized as input for the SOM. The SOM is setup with 1600 (40 x 40) neurons,
which are trained during N ∗ 20 iterations (N is the number of nodes on the
selected transect run). The mobile transect data set is then partitioned into
6 classes (Fig. 2.11a), which is also the number of the predominant LULC
classes at the study site: soil, grass, tree, asphalt, building, and water (swim-
ming pool and lake).
The classification of the points on the transect route can be inspected by
stacking the cluster membership as the topmost layer upon the wall. The
cluster membership can now be examined in a standard 2D spatial plot (Fig.
2.11b). Comparing the SOM / k-means results with the land use patches sur-
rounding the corresponding transect node, a visual correlation between the
traversed patch and the cluster membership can be observed. To investigate
this further, the map can be rotated to visually explore the meaning of the
different clusters (Fig. 2.11c/d), which can also be inspected using the parallel
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Figure 2.11: A use case for TraVis. In this example, the classification of
a transect route into similar microenvironmental segments is demonstrated,
based on a combined SOM and k-means clustering algorithm [158, 161] over all
measured quantities. This clustering is based purely on associations between
(in order of stacking from surface) surface temperature, air temperature, and
relative humidity at 1 m and 2 m heights a.g.l.. (a) displays the visualization
of the clustering output. (b) shows the distribution of the cluster members
along the transect route from the birds-view perspective. Note the correlations
between patches of land use and cluster membership. (c) and (d) visualize the
meaning of the different clusters in terms of multivariate value distribution
in the map, with (c) showing the wall from the south, (d) from the north
(background map: [46]).
coordinates plot (Fig. 2.12). Since the rotation reveals the value distribution
of all selected attributes, the clusters can be related to the multivariate value
distribution shown on the stacked ribbons (also compare Fig. 2.12). Using
this technique, it can be observed that the seemingly isolated segments be-
longing to cluster 2 near the lake in part B and in the south-eastern parks
(part D). This cluster corresponds to exceptionally high humidity (Fig. 2.11c,
Fig. 2.12), presumably owing to the lake’s open water surface evaporation and
increased evapotranspiration in the park in part D.
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Figure 2.12: Semantical meaning of the clusters resulting from the segmenta-
tion described in Section 2.7.
Interestingly, park areas with grass LULC are associated with different mi-
croenvironmental clusters. Cluster 3 occurs near the lake in part B (Fig.
2.11b), in the north-eastern park (part C), in the park in the southern part
of D, as well as during small segments in the parks in part A. It is associated
with a typical value distribution for vegetated areas, especially in terms of the
low surface temperature. However, park areas are not consistently represented
by cluster 3. Thus, the northern part of the park in part B largely belongs to
cluster 4, which is defined by high surface temperatures (Fig. 2.11b, d, Fig.
2.12). The same holds for the northern part of the park in the western part of
A. The two park stretches in the southern part A and in the center of part D
also show a different cluster distribution. This can be explained by a difference
in relative humidity, which is higher in the park stretch in part D (purple part,
Fig. 2.11c).
Cluster 5 most consistently occurs in the area between two arrays of build-
ings. This cluster is defined by high surface temperatures due to the asphalt
cover, high air temperatures, and low relative humidity. There are, however,
certain disruptions of this pattern, mostly by transect segments related to
cluster 4. In these segments, the air temperature is lower, while surface tem-
perature and relative humidity are similar to cluster 5.
2.8 Conclusion
A prototypic tool for the visualization and analysis of mobile environmental
transect measurements is introduced based on contributions from the disci-
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plines of visualization and urban climatology. Each measured attribute is
visualized as a three-dimensional ribbon, whereas height and color emphasize
the values measured at a particular location. Several ribbons can be vertically
stacked in a wall to allow for the comparison of the value distribution between
the attributes. A slider can be used to interactively investigate the compo-
sition of the estimated source area at each measurement location, while the
LULC composition within this field of view is encoded by a pie-chart and a
fraction plot. Complemented by a clustering capability, the framework com-
bines analysis capabilities for the exploration of the spatial context and the
multivariate relationships between the measured attributes.
The framework has been tested using data from a mobile transect measure-
ment campaign in Gilbert, Arizona, USA. Multivariate relationships between
measured attributes could easily be detected, physically meaningful clusters
determined, and connections between land use and observations drawn.
The framework is planned to be continously extended and evaluated in the
future, based on ideas arising through collaborations with end-users.
Chapter 3
Sensor Lag Correction for
mobile air temperature
measurements in an urban
microclimate context
In this chapter, I describe an optimized procedure for sensor lag correction,
which can be used to correct air temperature measurements taken with inert
("slow") sensors to resemble the measurements of faster sensors. The goal is to
increase the spatial resolution of mobile measurements conducted with slower
sensors in order to accurately sample the extent of, and transition between,
urban microenvironments. While the correction procedure itself is based on
previously known techniques, I determine three parameters, which are empiri-
cally optimized using 42 time series representing mobile measurements at two
heights, different times of day, different seasons, and during different platform
speeds. The optimization is conducted by comparing the agreement between
corrected, "slow" air temperature measurements to simultaneously sampled
"fast" air temperature measurements, which are assumed as a ground truth.
The optimized correction procedure delivers robust results for nearly all inves-
tigated test cases, i.e. the alignment of the time series sampled by the "slow"
sensor with the ground-truth could be improved.
This chapter is based on an article that I recently submitted to the journal
"Urban Climate" [63].
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3.1 Introduction
In all applications related to mobile measurements, the utilized sensors need to
accurately sample the microclimate in a dynamically changing physical envi-
ronment. The combined effects of sensor inertia, air speed, sampling frequency,
and platform velocity determine the spatial resolution of a mobile transect data
set [1].
Sensor inertia is dependent on the time constant τ63, which is defined as
the time a sensor needs to adapt to 63% of an impulse change [51, 1]. For
air temperature sensors, this impulse is a change in the ambient temperature,
which can occur frequently during a mobile transect run. With larger time
constants, the temperature curve recorded by a sensor is smoothed because
local minima and maxima cannot be resolved [1, 101]. Mayer et al. (2009)
[101] and Foken (2006) [51] refer to this error as the dynamical error. Mayer
et al. (2009) [101] also state that lag-times in some cases complement this
error. Lag-times can cause a linear shift of the time series in addition to the
dynamical error [101].
In this study, I apply the approach for sensor lag correction reported by
Achberger and Bärring (1999) [1] to an urban microclimate setting, using mov-
ing average as a low-pass filter, and adding a linear shift of the corrected time
series. The correction procedure is carried out for air temperature, which is
one of the most important variables for urban heat island [147] and microm-
eteorology studies. Air temperatures at two different heights were measured
using Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD) and Fine-Wire Thermocouples
(FWT) simultaneously while moving a a sensor platform through a residential
area in the Phoenix Metropolitan area. The estimated physical microclimate
scale along the transect route is 10 m at its minimum, based on the scale of
variation of the urban canopy structure and land cover. This means, that the
sampling frequency of the measurement system needs to be faster than 0.5 Hz
for an average platform speed of 5 m/s to resolve the meteorological impact of
these microenvironments. Although observations are logged with a frequency
of 1 Hz and although the FWT sensors have a time constant below one second,
the spatial resolution of the RTD is notably restricted by its time constant [1],
which is 46.21 s at wind speeds approaching the platform speed. In simple
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mathematical terms, this relationship can be written as
r∗ = vτ (3.1)
where r∗ is the spatial resolution [m], v the platform speed [ms−1], and
τ the time constant of the sensor [s]. The time constant is dependent on the
ventilation of the sensor [44], which is, in the following, assumed to be equal to
the average platform speed of 3.77 ms−1. The ventilation of the sensor due to
ambient wind speeds is neglected, since surrounding weather stations indicate
that they are slower than the average platform velocity (Table 2.1).
The goal of the research described in this Chapter is to determine how
measurements with a relatively slow sensor can be corrected in order to es-
timate high-resolution observations in an urban microscale environment. For
the correction procedure, I determined three degrees of freedom: the size of
the moving average window, the form of the time-derivative of the impulse
response function, and the amount of linear shift. I empirically optimized the
choice for these three parameters by comparing the agreement between the
corrected RTD temperature to the FWT measurements, which I assumed as a
ground truth. Based on the results, the implications for the spatial resolution
of mobile measurements taken at different platform velocities are discussed.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 describes
the related work of this study. Section 3.3 provides an overview of the methods
used for this research. In Section 3.4, the results of the sensor lag correction
procedure are evaluated, followed by a discussion about the spatial scale sen-
sors can cover during mobile measurements. Finally, I draw conclusions in
Section 3.5.
3.2 Related work
Sensor inertia is generally an important factor when a sensor is moved through
space. Studies on sensor inertia have thus been carried out in the context of
radiosonde or airborne temperature measurements, in which the sensor moves
at very high air speed and velocity [102, 82, 99, 52]. Frequently, it is assumed
that the sampled temperature is a convolution between the true temperature
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and some transfer function, e.g. the time-derivative of the impulse response
function using the time constants of the sensor and its housing [102, 82] or
solely the time constant of the sensor [1]. The transfer function can then be
interpreted as a filter for the true temperature, i.e. the convolution of the
true temperature and the transfer function yields the measured temperature.
Thus, deconvolution of the measured temperature results in the true temper-
ature [102, 82, 52].
Studies on sensor lag correction in a mobile ground-based, micrometeorolog-
ical context and the verification of the approaches from radiosonde or aircraft
measurements for this setting are rare [101]. Mayer et al. [101] successfully
demonstrate the applicability of the deconvolution approaches by Inverarity
[82] and McCarthy [102] to vertical measurements conducted with an elevator
tower. They found good agreement between the corrected elevator measure-
ments and the stationary measurements conducted at different heights on a
nearby mast. In addition, they developed a simpler correction scheme for two
time constants that relies on the subsequent application of the weighted sensor
response function for the time constants of the probe and its housing, achiev-
ing similar good results for their simpler correction procedure [101].
Hübner et al. [79] and Achberger and Bärring [1] investigate correction
procedures for horizontally moving sensors during mobile transects in a mi-
crometeorological context. Hübner et al. [79] installed a garden railway sys-
tem perpendicular to a forest edge and examine how the correction procedure
using a linear adjustment of the impulse response function can reproduce the
step-change in air temperature at the transition between forest and clearing.
Achberger and Bärring [1] use a correction filter based on the combination
of a low-pass-filter and the time-derivative of the impulse response function,
similar to McCarthy [102] and Inverarity [82]. To verify their approach, they
compare the corrected air temperature to the values recorded by a nearby sta-
tionary sonic anemometer. They are able to bring the power spectra of the
two air temperature time series into accordance, although the different spatial
positions of the two sensors pose restrictions on the direct comparability of the
two data sets.
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3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Determining the time constant of the HC2S3 Pt100
RTD
I followed the procedure described in [101] and [19] to determine the time con-
stant for the HC2S3 Pt100 RTD. The ambient air temperature was measured
using a reference sensor, while the target sensor was heated up by applying an
external heat source. After the heat source was removed, the sensor was placed
into a naturally ventilated 10-plate radiation shield to determine the time con-
stant for the entire measurement system. Target sensor air temperatures were
recorded at a frequency of 1 Hz, until they reached the value measured by the
reference sensor. This procedure was carried out while exposing the RTD and
the radiation shield to still air, as well as to wind speeds ranging from approx.
3.2 m/s up to approx. 7 m/s. During the duration of the experiments, the
specific humidity of the surrounding air remained nearly constant, averaging
at 8.39 g/kg. This value is approximately in the center of the humidity levels
that were predominant during the May transect runs (on average 4.53 g/kg),
during the September transect runs (on average 11.9 g/kg), and during the
February transect runs (on average 6.64 g/kg). It can thus be assumed that
the time constant is representative for the data sets under consideration in this
study.
In accordance to [101], the time constant from the experimental data was
computed by first determining the normalized response using the following
expression:
Tnorm(t) =
|Ttarget(t)−Ttarget(0)|
Ttarget(0)−Tref (3.2)
where t is the time, Ttarget(t) is the time series sampled by the heated
up sensor, Ttarget(0) is the maximum temperature of the target sensor at the
beginning of each experiment, and Tref is the reference temperature, measured
by the reference sensor and averaged over the duration of each experiment.
Equation 3.2 yields values around zero for Tnorm(0), while approching one
for Tnorm(tmax). To finally determine τ63, the exponential impulse response
function was fitted to the normalized response curve [101, 19]. The impulse
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response function is given by [101, 51]
f(t) = (1− e−tτ ) (3.3)
Results implied that the time constant for the entire measurement system
remains fairly constant for higher wind speeds (> 3.2 m/s) and averages at
τ63,mov = 46.21 s with a standard deviation of 3.7 s. For still air, the time
constant is τ63,still = 172.67 s with a standard deviation of 0.08 s.
3.3.2 Correction strategy
Retrieving the true air temperature spectrum from measurements
The relationship between the true temperature and the temperature measured
by a sensor can be described by the convolution integral
Tm(t) =
∫ t
−∞
Ta(t′)h(t′)dt′ (3.4)
where Tm is the measured temperature and Ta the true temperature [1, 101,
102, 82]. h is a transfer function that expresses the sensor response to a unit
impulse change and can be described using the time-derivative of the impulse
response function, i.e.
h(t) = 1
τ
e
−t
τ (3.5)
where t is the time in seconds [1] ([82] and [102] use the same equation with
two time constants). Using the relationship described in Equation 3.4, the true
temperature can be obtained by de-convoluting the measured temperature
[1, 101, 102, 82]. McCarthy (1973) [102], Inverarity [82] and Mayer et al.
[101] describe sensor lag correction procedures for measurement systems with
two time constants. This is particularly relevant if the housing of the sensor
introduces considerable time lags in addition to those of the sensor itself. In
these cases, the transfer function consists of a linear combination of twice the
expression in 3.5, one of which uses the time constant of the sensor, while the
other one uses the time constant of the housing [101, 102, 82].
In this study, I adapt the approach described by Achberger and Bärring [1],
who model the response of the sensor to an impulse-like temperature change
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of 1◦C using Equation 3.5. Since I determined the time constant of the entire
measurement system, i.e. for the combined effects air temperature sensor and
radiation shield, this approach is also appropriate for the data set considered
in this research. Achberger and Bärring [1] use the Fourier transforms of the
measured temperature series and Equation 3.5 to ease the convolution, so that
Equation 3.4 becomes
G(f) = F (f)H(f) (3.6)
where G(f) is the Fourier transform of the measured air temperature time
series, F (f) the Fourier transform of the true temperature, and H(f) the
Fourier transform of Equation 3.5. The true temperature spectrum can now
simply be obtained by solving Equation 3.6 for F (f) [1].
The choice for τ in Equation 3.5 is one of the parameters, which I yield
to optimize in the described approach. The most natural choice for a moving
sensor platform would be τ63,mov, although possible factors lengthening the
time constant, such as reduced ventilation while the platform stops, could
motivate the selection of a larger value.
Low-pass filter and linear shift
The deconvolution procedure as described above also amplifies noise [1, 82].
Thus, it is important to use a low-pass filter to avoid this unwanted amplifica-
tion. Achberger and Bärring (1999) [1] choose a cut-off frequency according to
a change of slope in the power spectrum of the measured air temperature, since
higher frequencies can be interpreted as noise ([1] after Kaimal and Finnigan).
However, they do not specify which particular low-pass filter they use. Inver-
arity [82] apply a single-pole recursive filter to their data.
Similarly to McCarthy [102], but in another context, the goal is to leave
major trends in the data as they are, while filtering out short-term tempera-
ture fluctuations. Thus, I follow his approach and smooth the RTD time series
by utilizing a simple two-sided unweighted moving average as low-pass filter
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as given by
Tm,filt(t) =

1
lwin
t+ lwin−12∑
i=t− lwin−12
Tm(i) for lwin mod 2 = 1
1
lwin
t+ lwin2∑
i=t−( lwin2 −1)
Tm(i) otherwise
(3.7)
and as implemented in the R "zoo" package ([175], function "rollmean"; note
that even numbers are also possible as input). In signal processing terms, the
moving average filter does not cut-off higher frequencies, but continuously at-
tenuates their power up to the Nyquist frequency (Figure 3.1b).
The size of the moving average window is another parameter that I attempt
to optimize in this study. This parameter is dependent on the amount of noise
that is apparent in the data, which is in turn dependent on the sensor, the plat-
form speed, and the physical microclimate variation experienced by the sensor.
During the measurements, the platform moved at a maximal average speed of
5.23 m/s (averaged over all speeds of a transect run, excluding the instances
when the cart stopped) over potentially climatologically relevant patches with
an extent of minimally 10 m. Following Equation 3.1, there cannot be any
physically motivated variation occuring at a time interval that is smaller than
approx. 2 s, which I thus chose as a lower bound for the moving average win-
dow size. The upper bound can be derived in analogy to the lower bound:
the sensor is moved with a minimal average speed of 2.41 m/s (averaged over
all speeds of a transect run, excluding the instances when the cart stopped)
over patches with an extend of maximal 400 m, leading to an upper bound of
approx. 166 s. An intuitive and theoretically natural choice for the moving
average window size would be dependent on τ63,mov because this value takes
the sensor’s spatial resolution into account.
For the FWT sensor, I smoothed the data using a moving average window
size of 2 s because of its time constant of τ63 = 0.525 s (τ95 = 3τ63 = 1.575 s).
Following Equation 3.1, the low τ63 implies that the sensor is theoretically able
to resolve spatial air temperature variations of all patches with a spatial extend
larger than 2.75 m (8.24 m to resolve 95% of the resulting impulse change),
while moving at a speed of 5.23 m/s. Since the smallest patch has an extent of
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Figure 3.1: Time-detrended 1m FWT air temperature measurements (filtered
and unfiltered) in the time and frequency domain. The time series was recorded
on September 15, 2014, between 18:33 MST and 19:36 MST. (a) shows the
time series, before and after the moving average has been applied. (b) displays
these time series in the frequency domain. The red line indicates the Nyquist
frequency.
10 m, large FWT-measured air temperature variation occurring within a time
interval of less than 2 s is improbable.
The application of the deconvolution described in Section 3.3.2 on the fil-
tered RTD temperature leads to results, in which major features of the vari-
ability of the "ground-truth" FWT sensor can be reproduced. However, in
most cases, there is a linear shift between the corrected RTD and the raw (but
time-detrended) FWT time series. This linear shift causes the local maxima
and minima in the corrected RTD time series to appear later than in the FWT
series (lag-time [101]). Choosing a multiple of τ63,mov can attenuate this effect,
but on the other hand, it can also intensify the amplitude between local min-
ima and maxima in the time series, causing larger-than-necessary deviations
from the "ground-truth". Therefore, the amount of linear shift to balance out
an optimal choice for τ in Eq. 3.5 is the third parameter that I attempt to
optimize in this study.
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Optimizing the parameter choice
Three parameters were optimized in this study: the choice for the moving
average window size, the choice for τ in Equation 3.5, and the choice for the
amount of linear shift. For each of these parameters, I iterated through all
possible combinations of the elements included in the following sets (all values
are based on τ63,mov):
• Moving average window size: {2,11,23,34,46,57,69,92,115,138,161,166}
• τ in Equation 3.5: {0.5τ63, τ63, τ86, τ95, τ99}
• Amount of linear shift: {n ∈ N0|n≤ 46}
I applied each of these parameter combinations to correct the HC2S3 Pt100
RTD measurements according to the procedure described in the previous Sec-
tions. For each correction result, I then computed four error measures be-
tween the corrected RTD time series and the FWT measurements, whereas
the latter have been filtered using a moving average window size of 2 s. In
particular, I computed the mean absolute error (MAE), the maximal abso-
lute error (AEmax), the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the index of
agreement d as described by Willmott [170, 169]. The index of agreement is
a dimensionless and easily interpretable value that indicates the accurateness
of a prediction when compared to an observation. An index of agreement of
d= 1 denotes perfect prediction of the observed values by a model, while d= 0
means disagreement [169]. The best combination of values should minimize
MAE, AEmax, and RMSE, while d should be maximized. To optimize across
all data sets, I averaged each error measure over all data sets per parameter
configuration (Fig. 3.2). Then, I sorted the resulting table according to the
error measures. While the optimal parameter configuration should maximize
d, the other error measures (RMSE, MAE, and AEmax) should be mini-
mized. Therefore, I computed an aggregate attribute by multiplying the error
measures as follows:
∆aggr = (1−d) ·RMSE ·MAE ·AEmax (3.8)
The table is sorted according to ∆aggr, and the first entry in the sorted table
is assumed to be the best possible value combination.
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Figure 3.2: Upper image: Results for the parameter optimization experiment,
averaged over all available data sets. The results correspond to the parameter
configurations shown on the lower image: All possible combinations of varying
values for the three to-be-optimized parameters have been examined. The red
line indicates the best result in terms of ∆aggr.
Final correction procedure
The final method follows six steps (similar to [1, 102, 82]):
1. Application of a two-sided unweighted moving average filter with a total
window size of 0.5 · τ63,mov = 23 to the raw, but time-detrended RTD
data
2. Setup of the correction filter resulting from Equation 3.5 using τ63,mov =
46.21 s, starting at t= 0.
3. Fast Fourier Transform of both Equation 3.5 (yielding H(f)) and the
filtered RTD data (yielding G(f))
4. Division of G(f) by H(f) to retrieve the true temperature spectrum
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5. Inverse Fourier transform of the true temperature spectrum, yielding the
corrected RTD data without shift
6. Linear time shift of the corrected RTD data by 0.7 · τ63,mov ≈ 16 s back-
wards in time
For steps 1 and 6 the input parameter needs to be an integer. For these steps,
τ63,mov was rounded to the closest integer. The algorithm was implemented
using R 3.1.1 [121].
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Validation of the correction procedure
To verify my results, the corrected RTD temperature time series were com-
pared to the respective time-detrended and filtered FWT time series sampled
at the same height. The FWT measurements were used as a ground-truth
because of their small time constant. Figure 3.3 shows the verification results
for a total of 42 test cases consisting of 1 m and 2 m air temperature data for
all 21 runs. In nearly all cases, the index of agreement d between the corrected
HC2S3 Pt100 RTD time series and the ground-truth dCORR,FWT exceeds the
index of agreement between the uncorrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD time series
and the ground-truth dUNCORR,FWT by at least 0.09, thus indicating an im-
provement. However, in two cases (February 05, 2015, 07:12 MST, 1 m and
2 m height, Fig. 3.3, bottom), the correction procedure worsens the agreement
between HC2S3 Pt100 RTD measurements and the ground-truth by 0.006 on
average, which means that the uncorrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD measurements
have already been in line with the ground-truth (Fig. 3.4b). Therefore, results
imply that the correction procedure only marginally affects the air temperature
time series in cases where the error between measurement and ground-truth
is small. The RMSE between ground-truth and RTD measurements ranges
between 0.25 ◦C and 1.35 ◦C, while staying below 1 ◦C for all cases except for
the time series recorded at 1 m height on February 05, 2015, 12:25 MST. The
same holds for the mean absolute error, which ranges between 0.18 ◦C and
1.19 ◦C. d is also lowest for the time series recorded at 1 m height on February
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Figure 3.3: Data sets, their summaries and error analysis. Top: Average
air temperatures per data set for each time series (filtered FWT, uncorrected
HC2S3 Pt100 RTD measurements, and corrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD measure-
ments). All time series were time-detrended prior to correction. Center : Error
between filtered FWT measurements ("ground-truth") and corrected HC2S3
Pt100 RTD measurements. Bottom: The improvement of the index of agree-
ment d, which is determined by subtracting dUNCORR,FWT from dCORR,FWT .
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Figure 3.4: (a) Best and (b) worst correction result from a set of 42 test cases in
terms of the improvement of d. The best and worst cases are determined by the
difference of the index of agreement between measured and uncorrected data
and d between measured and corrected data (dCORR,FWT −dUNCORR,FWT ).
All time series were time-detrended prior to correction.
05, 2015, 12:25 MST, indicating an agreement of 0.56 between corrected RTD
measurements and ground-truth. Although these error measures do not imply
a good result for this particular time series, the agreement between ground-
truth and HC2S3 Pt100 RTD is still improved by the correction. On February
05, 18:11 MST, the corrected 1 m air temperatures show the highest devia-
tion (6.21 ◦C) between the corrected RTD temperature and the thermocouple
readings in terms of the maximal absolute error (Fig. 3.3, center plot). How-
ever, RMSE and MAE stay below 1 ◦C, with d adding up to 0.84 for this data
set. The high AEmax value is thus caused by fast fluctuations in the FWT
temperature time series, which cannot be reconstructed due to the difference
between the time constants of the RTDs and the FWTs, respectively.
The improvement of agreement can also be observed on the scatterplots
shown in Figure 3.5, where the corrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD time series align
better with the 1:1 slope line, which would represent a perfect match to the
FWT time series. This is also reflected in the overall RMSE, which is lower
between FWT time series and corrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD data. In general,
the corrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD measurements show larger local amplitudes,
and the local maxima and minima are time-shifted to resemble the FWT time
series (Figure 3.4a). The average air temperature is altered only marginally
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by correction (Fig. 3.3, top), although the values measured by the FWT sen-
sor are slightly lower than the corrected and uncorrected HC2S3 Pt100 RTD
measurements.
In general, the algorithm performs in a robust way, even though the time
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Figure 3.5: Correction results. The scatter plots display the alignment of the
time-detrended and filtered FWT observations to the (a) uncorrected (but
time-detrended) and (b) corrected RTD observations. The 1:1 slope lines
shown on both scatterplots indicate perfect alignment. Different colors cor-
respond to different time series, in correspondence to Figure 2.4.
constant was kept unchanged during all computations. This is an approxima-
tion, since the time constant is known to increase with decreasing ventilation,
which occurs during decreasing platform velocities (e.g., Downs et al. [44],
who determined the time constant for a HC2S3 Pt100 RTD for different air
speeds). For the majority of time series available in the sample data set, the
sensor platform stopped for smaller time intervals, which should theoretically
lead to an increased τ63. Despite this inhomogeneous velocity distribution, the
correction procedure leads to reliable results.
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3.4.2 Limitations and further evaluation
There are limitations to the generalizability of the correction procedure. Al-
though I achieved stable results for 42 time series representing measurements
at two heights, different times of day, different seasons, and during different
platform speeds, I was only able to quantitatively validate the approach for
one sensor setup.
Furthermore, the FWT readings, which I used as ground-truth in this study,
do not represent the true temperature of the traversed environments because
their response time is affected by the thermocouple time constant. However,
with a time constant τ63 of approximately 0.6 sec in still air, the FWT readings
should theoretically represent the surrounding microclimate with a fairly small
spatial resolution finer than that represented by this microenvironment.
For further evaluation, but without quantitative validation, I also tested
the correction procedure for a time series sampled by another air temperature
sensor: the Campbell Scientific HMP45C combined temperature and relative
humidity probe. The time series for which the algorithm was tested, was
recorded on June 29, 2011, 11:11 MST, and was time-detrended as described
in Section 2.4. During this transect run, the average speed of the sensor plat-
form was 3.49 m/s (averaged over all instances with a speed > 0 m/s, which
was the case for 54.09 % of all samples).
The HMP45C includes a platinum-type RTD with a resistance of 1000 Ω
(Pt1000 RTD), and an accuracy of 0.2 ◦C at 20 ◦C [25]. I experimentally
determined τ63 for the HMP45C Pt1000 RTD using the approach described in
Section 2.3, although we additionally conducted experiments to measure the
time the cooled sensor needed to adapt to surrounding air temperatures. Post-
processing revealed a time constant of 128.15 s for wind speeds > 2.45 m/s.
Based on these values, the correction procedure for the HMP45C yields a pa-
rameter setup with a moving average window size of 0.5τ63,mov ≈ 64s, a τ of
τ63,mov = 128.15 in Eq. 3.5, and a linear time shift by 0.7τ63,mov ≈ 90s. It
could be observed that the local maximum and minimum air temperatures are
amplified, which is one of the goals of the correction procedure.
From Table 3.1, uncorrected "slow" sensor observations, such as the HC2S3
Pt100 RTD or HMP45C Pt1000 RTD are not able to capture microclimate vari-
ability at the typical built environment spatial scales which are on the order of
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10 m. This is true even at relatively low platform velocities (or wind speeds)
of 1 m/s. A "slow" sensor mounted on a near-stationary platform under "calm"
wind conditions of roughly 0.1 m/s can sample the 10 m scale microclimate,
but this defeats the intent of a mobile and spatially distributed observation
strategy. However, fine-wire thermocouples, or other sensors with a factory
rated response time τ63 faster than 1 Hz, can adequately sample microclimate
variations at 10 m spatial scales even for platform velocities approaching typi-
cal urban vehicle traffic velocities of approximately 10 m/s. As demonstrated
𝑣[m/s] 𝑟∗: Effective Spatial Resolution [m],    𝑟∗ = 𝑣𝜏 
Campbell Scientific FW3 
Thermocouples * 
Rotronic  
HC2S3 (Pt100 RTD) ** 
Campbell Scientific 
HMP45C (Pt1000 RTD) *** 
𝜏63 = 0.6𝑠  𝜏95 = 1.8𝑠  𝜏63 = 46.21𝑠  𝜏95 = 138.63𝑠  𝜏63 = 128.15𝑠  𝜏95 = 384.44𝑠  
0.1 0.06 0.18 4.62 13.86 12.82 38.44 
1 0.6  1.8  46.21  138.63  128.15  384.44  
5 3.0  9.0  231.05  693.15  640.75  1922.2  
10 
 
6.0  18.0  462.10  1386.30  1281.50  3844.40  
*  typical 𝜏63 for this sensor (not experimentally determined) 
** 𝜏63 experimentally determined using airspeeds greater than 3.2 m/s 
***  𝜏63 experimentally determined using airspeeds greater than 2.45 m/s 
Bold: because 𝑣 is lower than the sensor‘s rated airspeed, 𝜏 and therefore also 𝑟∗ is underestimated 
Table 3.1: Comparison of the spatial resolution at three different movement
speeds, given by the time constants of different sensors.
in Section 3.4.1, the correction procedure described in this Chapter can help
to approximate observations with a high spatial resolution (as provided by the
FWT), even though the original data was recorded with a slower sensor (in this
case the HC2S3 Pt100 RTD). An argument for a simple and optimized method
for this correction were presented, and the optimal parameters of correction
were laid out in the previous Sections. It has to be noted, however, that this
approximation can only succeed, if the slower sensor captured a signal from
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the microclimate patch it traversed.
3.5 Conclusion
In the research described in this chapter, I experimentally optimized a set of
three parameters used in a procedure to correct air temperatures recorded with
"slow" sensors for sensor inertia: Moving average window size, transfer function
setup, and linear time shift. The correction procedure was mainly based on the
algorithm described by Achberger and Bärring [1]. The linear time shift was
added to the procedure as a final step to balance the effect of the transfer func-
tion on the intensification of local air temperature maxima and minima. The
correction was carried out with a set of parameter configurations on time se-
ries measured with a HC2S3 Pt100 RTD. The optimal setting was determined
by evaluating the error between the corrected time series and "ground-truth"
FWT observations, taken simultaneously and at the same location.
Although the time constant was assumed to be constant during all platform
speeds, the optimized algorithm delivered robust results for nearly all of the
investigated test cases. Thus, the corrections enhanced nearly all time series
measured with slow sensors in terms of their alignment with a ground-truth.
However, the correction procedure only works in cases, in which the slower
sensor recorded a signal representing a microscale land use patch. This capa-
bility is limited by the time constant of a sensor.
Although the sample data set covers different times of day, different sea-
sons, and different measurement heights, I could only quantify results for one
particular sensor setup. Therefore, further research is necessary to validate the
suggested approach for other measurement settings, including other sensors.
The significance of this work’s result is that measurements from "slow" sen-
sors can be corrected to more closely resemble the measurements of faster
sensors, and to approximate the effective spatial resolution of faster sensors.
In general, the performance of a sensor in terms of spatial resolution is an im-
portant consideration when observing the microclimate within an urban area
or an otherwise spatially complex terrain.
Chapter 4
Visualization of Climatic
Microenvironments based on
the Spatial Aggregation of a Set
of Mobile Transect
Measurements
In this chapter, I describe an approach to aggregate mobile measurements
taken over diverse routes without losing important information about poten-
tial uncertainties resulting from a small set of samples corresponding to certain
locations within a study site. The presented approach extends currently used
spatial aggregation techniques for mobile transect measurements by visually
encoding the number of transects traversing a location, the predominant wind
direction while conducting each transect, and the aggregated multivariate re-
lationships at this location. This visualization can give insight into the un-
certainty related to an aggregated value, and it facilitates the relation of the
aggregated sample to upwind LULC. Furthermore, an automated approach for
the comparison of the aggregated data over the entire study site is described,
which facilitates identifying complex patterns in the data and, as a result, to
visually delineate potential climatic microenvironments.
This chapter resembles and extends a peer-reviewed short paper that was
published in the proceedings of the "Workshop on Visualization in Environ-
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mental Sciences (EnvirVis) 2015 [61].
4.1 Introduction
Mobile transect measurements are frequently used in urban climatology to
gain insight into the spatial variation of atmospheric properties. Based on the
resulting observations, conclusions can be drawn about the impact of urban
form on the surrounding climate [33, 73, 150]. However, a single transect is not
sufficient to generalize such findings because it only represents a single meteo-
rological background condition. Mobile measurements have to be repeated, so
that the samples are representative for a given area in a variety of situations
[24]. This results in a spatially dependent, multivariate, time-varying data set,
which is difficult to analyze.
Spatial aggregation techniques can be used to reduce the complexity of a
mobile measurement data set and to facilitate reasoning about coherent seg-
ments with comparable atmospheric conditions. This is only possible if the
observation routes are spatially identical, or if at least a sufficiently large num-
ber of measurements is available per spatial compartment [70]. To guarantee
for this, mobile transect measurements are frequently repeated over the same
set of routes. For larger campaigns using public transportation vehicles (e.g.,
[24, 70]), this is necessarily the case. However, also mobile measurements con-
ducted with more flexible sensor transportation modes attempt to repeat their
initial traverses [45, 95]. Then, a variable of interest can be aggregated over a
predefined set of waypoints [24, 45], road segments [95], or a regular grid [70].
But this ideal case is not given for every application of mobile measure-
ments. An example are data crowdsourcing scenarios, in which the routes are
dependent on the individual movement of the participants. Examples for the
latter case can be found in [69] and [168] for air quality measurements. In [69],
the authors map their data using average values over a regular grid, regardless
of the number of measurements taken in one of the compartments. In [168],
a web-based tool was developed to inform the general public about individ-
ual measurement results along a route or in an area. In both cases, only one
variable is mapped at a time. But also in specialized and structured mobile
measurement campaigns varying routes are taken, either to research different
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climatic phenomena, or to simply increase the spatial coverage of the collected
data, so that a larger number of potential climatic microenvironments are rep-
resented in the samples. Both is the case for the sample data set used for the
development of TraVis, which was collected by Ariane Middel, Benjamin L.
Ruddell, and their team.
The approach described in this Chapter is based on the traditional approach
of spatially aggregating multiple transect runs over a regular grid. Multivariate
relationships are classified separately for each transect run using a combination
of the self-organizing map (SOM) [89] and the k-means clustering algorithm
[161, 158]. Thus, per grid cell, a summary about the multivariate behavior
of all observations taken within this spatial compartment is gained. To visu-
ally encode this information, I designed a glyph that represents the number of
transect routes crossing the grid cell, their respective cluster membership at
this location, and the wind direction that has been predominant during data
collection in the field. The approach is implemented into TraVis [60], whose
core functionalities have already been described in Chapter 2.
This chapter is structured as follows: First, related work is described in
Section 4.2. Then, the user-steered aggregation techniques are introduced in
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 provides a validation of the applied approach, while a
use case demonstrates its functionality in Section 4.5. A conclusion is drawn
in Section 4.6.
4.2 Related work
Andrienko and Andrienko [4] describe a general framework for the aggregation
of movement data sets. They distinguish two different views on movement:
The trajectory-oriented view, which focuses on the movement of single entities,
and the situation-oriented view, which focuses on the state of the entities at
one or more points in time. For each of these two views, they give recom-
mendations about applicable aggregation techniques, which are again based
on two different views of space: The space-centered view, focusing on the space
in which the movement occurs, and the entity-centered view, focusing on the
movement itself. According to this theoretical framework, the analysis pur-
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pose followed in this research corresponds to the category space-centered and
situation-oriented, since the relationship between trajectory attributes at cer-
tain points in time and space is of predominant interest. Thus, following [4]
and in line with the research goal of this project, each mobile transect mea-
surement run is treated as a sequence of independent measurement events.
The traffic-oriented view on a car data set in Milano [3] is closely related to
my visualization approach. The authors suggest to partition the space using
a regular grid and to aggregate the data over each grid cell. The aggregation
results are visualized using either small multiples showing the frequency of car
traverses per grid cell and time step, or – similar to my solution – using radial
glyphs that encode the traffic intensity per movement direction. Scheepens
et al. [134, 133] combine multiple density maps to provide a comprehensive
overview over multivariate movement data sets. To enhance this visualization,
they add pie-charts as glyphs at certain locations, which summarize the at-
tributes used to create the underlying density maps [135]. In a later study [132],
they extended these pie charts to summarize local density, static attributes of
moving objects, their heading, and the proportion of stationary objects within
a spatial compartment – all related to a certain point in time. Thus, again
related to the work presented in this chapter, their radial glyph displays the
density as well as related attributes of objects traversing a region. Andrienko
and Andrienko [7] aggregate trajectory data over data-inherent compartments,
which they extract from massive movement data sets by clustering locations
of characteristic movement. Similar to my approach, they also provide the
opportunity to adapt the aggregation scale. In a follow-up study, Andrienko
et al. [5] extend this work to allow for complex, overlapping spatial compart-
ments, as well as for a more flexible cluster input to extract spatial events. The
spatial events lead to so-called relevant places, which are determined using a
metric that combines a user-defined set of attributes. Sun et al. [151] spatially
aggregate taxi trips per road segment and visualize the temporal variability of
analyzed attributes as temporal plots within their spatial context.
In some cases, the view on trajectories is already given by the nature of
the visualized data. This is the case for episodic movement data sets, where
spatial positions are only logged at certain locations or at certain points in
time and information about continuous trajectories is lost [9]. Visualization
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and exploration techniques applied to this special kind of movement data sets
frequently analyze spatial situations, either at certain points in time or over an
entire observation period. In this context, Andrienko et al. [9] classify spatial
situations by clustering feature vectors representing presence counts per sam-
ple location, and additionally visualize the flow between these points. Wang
et al. provide a tool to explore traffic volume at and between transportation
cells [165]. Bak et al. [17] aggregate their episodic movement data set using
growth-ring maps.
4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 Workflow overview
A natural approach to spatially aggregate a set of trajectories is to partition
the space into compartments and to summarize data collected for each of these
compartments [3, 132]. Since the transect routes vary, the number of mobile
measurement runs traversing a grid cell also varies. Thus, an appropriate
aggregation and visualization technique has to take this asymmetry into ac-
count.
I developed a user-steered workflow that attempts to solve the issue de-
scribed above. The workflow leads to a visualization that supports the iden-
tification of climatic microenvironments, while still showing the uncertainties
associated with the computation. Figure 4.1 summarizes this workflow, while
the implementation of its components will be explained in detail in the fol-
lowing Sections. The visualization of climatic microenvironments based on
the spatial aggregation of a set of mobile measurement runs extends the core
functionalities of TraVis, which are described in Chapter 2.
In summary, the workflow is based on the selection of a single, representative
transect run, which is then spatially aggregated over a regular grid. The user
can select the representative transect run and the grid cell size, while TraVis
uses this grid to average the data collected within each of the resulting grid
cells. Then, the averaged values are normalized for the representative transect
run.
The user can now setup a self-organizing map, which is trained based on
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Figure 4.1: Overview over the user-steered workflow to visualize microenvi-
ronments based on the spatial aggregation of mobile measurements.
the aggregated, representative transect run. Then, the user can select the
number of cluster centroids for the k-means clustering algorithm, which is
applied to classify the neurons of the SOM. In a visual feedback loop, the user
can evaluate the outcome of the algorithm and refine the number of cluster
centroids, if necessary. Once the user is satisfied with the provided partition,
s/he triggers the request for the final visualization, which is then automatically
generated by TraVis. Finally, the user can navigate through this visualization
and build hypotheses about the distribution and characteristics of the final
climatic microenvironments.
4.3.2 Spatial aggregation of multivariate mobile tran-
sect measurements
In my solution, following the traditional approach, a regular grid is spanned
over the bounding box of all transect routes. Since spatial scale plays an im-
portant role during the analysis, the size of the grid cells can be adapted to
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the scale under investigation using a slider (Fig. 4.2). This scale can also be
chosen according to the spatial resolution of the sensors that have been used
for the mobile measurements (see also Chapter 3, [24]).
The observations, which are processed as described below, are averaged
separately for each transect run and each variable over each grid cell. Further-
more, to guarantee comparability of data sampled at different points in time
and data represented in different units, all aggregated samples belonging to one
transect run and one variable are scaled to the interval [0,1] based on their
individual value range. While this technique leads to a loss of absolute values,
statements about general multivariate relationships are facilitated [115]. As
Figure 4.2: Aggregating data over a regular grid (background map: [46]).
already mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the workflow starts with the selection of a
single, "representative" transect run, which is then aggregated and normalized
over the user-defined grid. Then, the processed data is used to train a self-
organizing map (SOM) based on the implementation described in Chapter 2,
Section 2.6.4. The user can, again, define the setup of the self-organizing map
and select the number of cluster centroids for the k-means clustering, which
is used to used to partition the set of neurons. Finally, the clustered SOM is
applied to the aggregated and normalized representative transect run, leading
to a summary measure for multivariate behavior at the grid cells covered by
this run [160].
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Once the partition of the exemplary transect run is finished, the clustering
results are applied successively to all other transect runs available in the data
set. For this procedure, the neurons of the SOM are used as "classifiers": The
vectors associated with each traversed grid cell are associated with the k-means
cluster membership of the closest neuron in terms of the Euclidian distance.
On the one hand, the disadvantage of this approach lies in the potential
sensitivity of the result on the selection of the first, "representative" transect
run. Theoretically, it has to be chosen based on the number of distinct mul-
tivariate value combinations, which can then be classified appropriately and
detected in subsequently added runs. On the other hand, the SOM theoreti-
cally decreases this sensitivity: If the number of neurons is large, the number
of classifiers is also large. Furthermore, a large number of neurons can also
result in classifiers, which have not or only partially been adapted to the initial
input. Thus, the neurons do not necessarily strictly resemble the multivariate
relationships available in the representative transect run, but can additionally
provide classifiers that might match a sample points from another transect run
perfectly. This issue will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4.
4.3.3 Visualization approach and glyph design
To visualize this the aggregated, normalized, and classified data from all tran-
sect runs on a map, a radial glyph is assigned to each grid cell that has been
crossed at least once. This is related to work done by [135, 132, 3], but de-
pending on the given application context, my glyph was carefully designed to
encode the...
• R1: ...number of transect runs traversing the grid cell.
• R2: ...cluster membership for each transect traversing it.
• R3: ...predominant wind direction during the time the transect has been
conducted.
• R4: ...grid cell size over which the data has been aggregated.
The number of clusters (R1) has to be included into the glyph to enhance the
perception of uncertainty associated with the visualization. If only one sample
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Figure 4.3: Glyph design.
is responsible for the appearance of a grid cell, the reliability of conclusions
drawn from this representation is reduced. Encoding the cluster membership
for each transect traversing a grid cell is also mandatory for the visualization
(R2) because it reveals information about multivariate relationships found at
this location. The predominant wind direction for each transect traversing the
grid cell (R3) can give further hints about the relationship between the values
measured at this point and the LULC upwind. This holds especially true for
atmospheric attributes, whose spatial distribution is dependent on mixing pro-
cesses [136]. Finally, the grid cell size (R4) determines the spatial resolution
of the resulting aggregation.
Figure 4.3 shows the glyph design in a schematic way. A circular layout is
used, since this design can easily encode the predominant wind direction at
sampling time (R3) by the orientation of segments. These segments are cre-
ated by applying a fixed offset angle left and right of the vector pointing into
the wind direction, which is in my implementation given by the predominant
wind direction measured at four weather stations surrounding the study site
[105, 60] and therefore not necessarily represents the local wind conditions at a
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particular sample location on a transect. The number of transect runs travers-
ing the grid cell is encoded by the number of segments arranged around an
inner circle, fulfilling R1. Color coding these segments according to the cluster
membership fulfills R2. The grid cell size (R4) is proportional to the radius of
the circle, which also prevents spatially adjacent glyphs from overlapping.
If two segments overlap due to similar wind directions at sampling time,
the border between these two segments is moved to the half-angle between the
two respective wind directions. This way, both segments are still visible, al-
though it has to be noted that this solution impacts the perception of the wind
direction. However, the approximate wind direction, and therefore also the ap-
proximate relation to the upwind LULC, can still be visually determined.
Figure 4.4 exemplifies the resulting glyph-based visualization. This partic-
ular example was created using a transect run recorded in Power Ranch on
September 15, 2014, starting at 11:58 MST, as a representative run. The spa-
tial aggregation was conducted for surface temperature, relative humidity in
1 m, air temperature in 1 m, relative humidity in 2 m, and air temperature
in 2 m, using a grid cell size of 40 m, while an SOM of 20 x 20 neurons was
trained over N ·10 iterations and partitioned into 6 classes using the k-means
clustering algorithm.
4.3.4 Glyph comparison
The visualization shown on Figure 4.4 can reveal a first insight into potential
microenvironments within a study area, and details about the multivariate
value distribution can be explored by zooming into locations of interest. How-
ever, the display lacks a proper guidance on which glyphs share certain proper-
ties, and a structured comparison of glyphs that are located further apart from
each other can become difficult. Therefore, I decided to color the traversed
grid cells according to glyph similarity in addition to showing the glyphs at
their location. This way, the distribution of similar grids is summarized, while
the advantages of the glyph-based visualization described in the previous sec-
tion are still kept. The work described in this Section is still ongoing. The
results are preliminary, and although they look promising, the procedure needs
further evaluation in future work.
Grouping the glyphs according to similarity is not trivial. This is due to
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Figure 4.4: An example for the glyph-based visualization of climatic microen-
vironments, showing a part of the covered study area. A close-up of the final
glyphs is shown to the right (background map: [46]).
the nominal character of a glyph’s appearance, which is given by the cluster
memberships of the individual segments, i.e. through their assignment to a
certain category of multivariate relationships (e.g., a segment can belong to
the category "high surface temperatures and low humidities"). Another prob-
lem arises because the number of segments per glyph are different from grid
cell to grid cell. Finally, the predominant wind direction per segment and,
hence, the distribution of cluster memberships around a 360◦ circle adds to
the complexity of the problem.
Therefore, the first step in comparing the glyphs to each other is finding a
way to properly describe their properties. In my implementation, this descrip-
tion relies on the segmentation of the glyphs into eight sectors with a constant
size of 45◦. Per sector, the number of glyph segments is stored along with their
individual cluster membership.
Based on this information, all glyphs in the display are categorized. Glyphs
can only fall into the same category, if they are completely equal in terms of the
above explained description: In each sector, they must share the same amount
of glyph segments, and those glyph segments must have the same distribution
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Case Description Graphical summary Points
(per 
sector)
Points
(entire
glyph)
1 - contain the same amount ofsegments
- distribution of cluster
memberships is equal
15 w*15
2 - do not contain the sameamount of segments
- the same set of different 
cluster memberships is
available in both glyphs.
12 w*12
3 - do not contain the same amount of segments
- the set of cluster memberships
glyph 1 is a subset of the
cluster memberships in glyph 2. 
10 w*10
4 - may or may not contain thesame amount of segments
- the set of cluster memberships
in glyph 1 is different from that
in glyph 2, but there is a 
percentage of agreement
10𝑝𝑎** w∗10𝑝𝑎
5 - may or may not contain thesame amount of segments
- there is no agreement
between glyph 1 and glyph 2 
in terms of the cluster
memberships
0.01 0.01
6 One sector contains segments, while the other does not. 
0.01 --
7 Both sectors do not contain anysegments.
0.01 --
** 𝑝𝑎 =
2∗#𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑎𝑔𝑟
#𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠1+#𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠2
#𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠_𝑎𝑔𝑟 = number of segments with agreeing cluster membership 
(1 in the example given in the graphical summary of case 4)
w* = weight factor
Table 4.1: Metric applied for glyph comparison.
of cluster memberships. As a result, each glyph is assigned the resulting cate-
gory, which is again defined by the description explained above.
The actual computation of similarity is conducted between these categories.
To determine the amount of similarity, a "distance" between the glyph cat-
egories has to be defined, which is done based on the metric depicted in
Table 4.1. Using this metric, the glyphs are compared, while the similarity
"points", as shown in the two rightmost colums of Table 4.1, are added up.
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The final distance between two glyphs, ∆glyph, is then given by
∆glyph =
1∑
Points
(4.1)
with ∆glyph = 0 for glyphs of the same category.
The comparison is conducted in two steps. First, the entire glyphs are com-
pared to each other, independent from the above described subdivision of the
glyphs into sectors. The points received for the cases depicted in Table 4.1
are added up and multiplied with a weight factor, which determines the im-
portance of the overall similarity of the glyphs. In my implementation, this
weight factor is constantly set to 10. Then, in a second step, the two compared
glyphs receive additional similarity points for agreements in corresponding sec-
tors. The latter comparison is conducted sector-wise, and points are added to
the overall similarity score for each sector, in which one of the descriptions
noted in Table 4.1 holds.
Both comparison steps are necessary, as Figure 4.5 demonstrates in a simpli-
fied way. Using only a sector-wise comparison would result in a large distance
between glyphs showing the same overall distribution of cluster memberships,
but don’t agree in their appearance in corresponding sectors (Fig. 4.5, upper
row). On the other hand, using a purely glyph-dependent comparison, i.e. not
taking wind directions into account, would render glyphs with a diverging cir-
cular setup similar – they would share the same distance to each other. Adding
points for corresponding segments in certain sectors decreases the distance be-
tween the regarded glyphs (Fig. 4.5, lower row).
Once the pairwise comparison of all glyphs is finished, the grid cells can be
colored. Sammon’s mapping [128] of the distances between glyphs into a two-
dimensional color space is used to determine the background color of the grid
cells. This way, grid cells containing similar glyphs will be assigned similar
colors [160, 9, 131]. The algorithm is initialized using the normalized two-
dimensional spatial coordinates of the glyphs’ center points to take the spatial
proximity of the grid cells and their corresponding glyphs into account. Iter-
atively, the two-dimensional coordinates are adapted to resemble the distance
field given by the set of ∆glyph [128]. An example for the final visualization
is depicted in Figure 4.6, using the same setup as for the visualization in Fig-
ure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Using either only an overall glyph comparison (left column) or a
purely sector-wise glyph comparison (right column) can both lead to unintu-
itive results. Therefore, the glyphs are compared as a whole and sector-wise.
The resulting points are added up to ∑Points.
Figure 4.6 reveals cases where the background color is not as different as
expected. For example, the background colors of grid cells with only green clus-
ter memberships are very similar to those with only yellow clusters, although
they should be very distant to each other according to the above described
metric. The same holds for background colors of grid cells with only orange
colors, which share a similar background color with grid cells containing only
red segments on their corresponding glyphs. On the other hand, the back-
ground color seems too distinct in other cases. One example for this is shown
in Figure 4.6a, where two grid cells containing very similar glyphs receive red
in one case and dark green in the other.
Besides that, the overall results look promising, as can be observed by qual-
itatively analyzing the example shown in Figure 4.6. Grid cells containing
glyphs with predominantly yellow segments consistently appear in a gray-green
color, while grid cells containing glyphs with predominantly orange segments
are consistently colored in different shades of blue. Glyphs with predominantly
blue segments appear in front of a dark-purple background, and grid cells host-
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a.
b.
Figure 4.6: Coloring the background of each grid cell according to the simi-
larity of the glyphs associated with each grid cell. (a) An example for a case,
in which the background colors of similar glpyhs become too distinct. (b) An
example, where the described procedure works well (background map: [46]).
ing glyphs with green segments appear in a green (but are very similar to those
with yellow clusters). The close-up displayed in Figure 4.6b shows that differ-
ent combinations of cluster memberships lead to different colors, but similar
glyphs receive similar background colors. Thus, coloring the background using
the metric described in this chapter can be useful to detect patterns of sim-
ilar multivariate relationships, i.e. patterns of potential microenvironments,
within the investigated area.
4.4 Validation
4.4.1 Classification of sample locations
The disadvantage of the aggregation approach lies in the potential sensitivity
of the cluster structure on the selection of the first, "representative" transect
run. Theoretically, it has to be chosen based on the number of distinct mul-
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Variables
(time-detrended)
Grid cell size SOM height SOM width Number of
SOM training
iterations
Number of k-
means
cluster
centroids
• Surface temperature
• Air temperature 1m 
• Relative humidity 1m 
• Air temperature 2m
• Relative humidity 2m
30 20 20 10 * N 
(N = number
of samples
after 
aggregation)
6
Table 4.2: Experimental setup for the quantitative sensitivity analysis.
tivariate value combinations, which can then be classified appropriately and
detected in subsequently added runs. To estimate the consequences of the
currently chosen initialization method, the sample points belonging to each of
the k clusters are analyzed in terms of their mean value (Fig. 4.7). This way,
an idea about the final distinctiveness of the clusters can be gained.
Iterating through a set of 21 different mobile measurement runs, each of
them was applied once to initialize the algorithm. The other necessary param-
eters, i.e., the choice of input variables, the grid size, the SOM size, the number
of SOM training iterations, and the number of k-means cluster centroids was
kept constant (Table 4.2) to receive comparable results. The aggregated and
normalized samples and their respective cluster membership were written to
two .csv-files, whereas one of these files represents the aggregated, normalized,
and clustered data of the "representative" mobile transect run, and the other
file contains the samples of all runs at the end of the procedure.
Figure 4.7 shows the results of this experiment. Each compartment of this
plot in the upper row shows the averaged parallel coordinates plot resulting
from clustering the "representative" run, which is indicated below each column
of the plot. The compartments in the lower row show, how the average values
of each cluster changed, after the SOM trained using the "representative" tran-
sect run has been applied to all other mobile transect runs in the data set. The
objective of this analysis was to see, to which extend the average values of the
clusters change, when all other transect runs are applied to the initial SOM.
Comparing the upper compartments of the plot with their corresponding lower
compartments reveals that the main cluster structures are kept in a consistent
way. For example, in the first column, the blue cluster meant "high surface
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temperatures, low humidity in 1 m and 2 m, and high air temperatures in
1 m and 2 m" for the "representative" transect run chosen for the initialization
(upper row). This structure could be kept after all other transect runs have
been applied to this clustering result (lower row).
However, there are exceptions to this consistency. For example, if the mobile
transect run started at 06:22 MST on February 05, 2015 is chosen for initial-
ization, the cluster structure changes for the clusters colored in dark blue and
in purple. The average air temperatures in 1 m and 2 m belonging to the dark
cluster decrease considerably, and the dark blue cluster structure that has been
prevalent for the initial mobile transect run is disturbed. In turn, the average
surface temperature belonging to the purple cluster increases in a way that
disturbes the purple cluster structure belonging to the initial mobile transect
run shown in the corresponding plot in the upper row. As a result, choosing
this mobile transect run as a representative run can decrease the reliability of
the final visualization.
Overall, although major cluster structures are kept, results imply that not
all mobile transect runs are equally well suited to initialize the self-organizing
map. Furthermore, Figure 4.7 reveals that the distribution of average values
belonging to different clusters changes depending on the choice of the initial
transect run, sometimes more, sometimes less. Further investigation on this
issue was conducted, as will be described in the following subsection.
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Figure 4.7: Averaged parallel coordinates plot. Upper row: Averaged parallel
coordinates for the clustered "representative" transect run. Lower row: Av-
eraged parallel coordinates, after all other runs have been attached to these
clusters. Each averaged parallel coordinates plot represents (from left to right):
Surface temperature, relative humidity 1 m, air temperature 1 m, relative hu-
midity 2 m, and air temperature 2 m. Different colors represent different
clusters, and the dots represent the average value of all members belonging to
this cluster.
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4.4.2 Sensitivity to selecting a representative transect
run
To determine the sensitivity of the final visualization to the selection of the
"representative" mobile transect run, the metric described in Section 4.3.4 was
used as a basis to compare results created with different initializations. The
experimental setup was the same as described in Section 4.4.1. ∑Points was
computed between glyph categories of subsequent grid cells and exported as
.csv-files. If the glyphs in subsequent grid cells belonged to the same category
(∆glyph = 0), they were assigned
∑
Points = 400.
Two error measures were computed between all possible combinations of
two data sets: The mean absolute error (MAE), and the index of agreement
(d, [169, 170]). Figure 4.8 shows the results of these comparisons. Overall, the
dispersion of the error measures is small over the entire set of different com-
binations. The index of agreement does not become lower than 0.5, i.e. there
are no cases, in which there is absolutely no agreement between two differ-
ent initializations. The mean absolute error ranges between 40.52 and 73.76,
averaging at 56.51, which can be regarded as relatively low when compared
to a maximum possible range of 0 and 399.91. However, it has to be noted
that the maximum possible deviation of 399.91 occurs in each of the pairwise
comparisons, i.e. for each combination, the maximum absolute error is 399.91.
Transferred to the notion used in Section 4.3, this means that two neighboring
glyphs are, in at least one neighboring pair of grid cells, equal when initial-
izing the algorithm with mobile transect run A, while they are completely
different when initializing the algorithm with mobile transect run B. On the
other hand, the average MAE never approaches this maximum value, i.e. the
cases, in which this extreme deviation occurs, is not very frequent. As an
average, this extreme deviation occurs in approx. 7% of all investigated neigh-
boring grid cells.
In general, these results show that the described procedure for the spatial
aggregation of mobile transect measurements is, to a certain degree, sensitive
to the choice of the initial, "representative" mobile measurement run. De-
viations are, however, not extremely high, so that the applied initialization
method can still be regarded as valid. Nevertheless, in future work, research
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Index of agreement Mean absolute error
Figure 4.8: Validation results in terms of the index of agreement (d) and the
mean absolute error (MAE).
on alternative initialization methods has to be conducted in order to find an
approach that leads to more consistent, and therefore more reliable, results.
4.5 Use Case
The spatial aggregation was tested using the mobile transect measurement
data set described in Section 2.5. For analysis, five variables were considered:
Surface temperature, 1 and 2 m air temperature, and 1 and 2 m relative hu-
midity. The objective of the use case was to find regions within the study area,
which are comparable in terms of their multivariate relationship at all points
in time.
The run conducted on September 15, 2014, at 0700 MST was chosen as
representative transect run. The mobile platform traverses a longer route,
covering a potentially large number of different multivariate value configura-
tions. The grid cell size is chosen to be 30 m. For the SOM, a field of 20 x 20
neurons is used, which is trained run over N · 10 iterations (N is the num-
ber of grid cells traversed by the exemplary transect run). Then, the SOM is
clustered using k-means clustering over 6 cluster centroids. Using the parallel
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a. b.
Figure 4.9: a. Brushed parallel coordinates plots to visualize the meaning
of the clusters. b. The glyphs combining the entire set of mobile transect
measurements on a map (background map: [46]).
coordinates plot, it can be observed that the data was well-partitioned into
distinct classes of multivariate relationships (Fig. 4.9a).
Then, the clustering results are used to classify the spatially aggregated data
belonging to all other transect runs. In the resulting visualization (Fig. 4.9b),
several patterns can be identified: First, it is obvious that the wind direction is
never northerly. Second, orange and blue classes, associated with high surface
temperatures, low humidities, and high air temperatures, appear frequently
over asphalted areas and between arrays of houses, as would be expected for
this kind of environment. Third, the red cluster, associated with low surface
temperatures, high humidities and relatively low air temperatures, and the
purple cluster, which is similar to the red cluster, but with lower humidities,
can predominantly be found in parks.
To highlight these patterns, the background of the grid cells are colored
based on the procedure described in Section 4.3.4 (Fig. 4.10). The parks now
clearly stand out: In contrast to the other, more impervious areas of the study
area, they appear in pink and purple colors. Furthermore, another type of mi-
croenvironment becomes obvious, which is colored in light blue. It frequently
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Figure 4.10: Coloring the background of the grid cells to highlight potential
climatic microenvironments in the study area (background map: [46]).
appears near the transition of park areas and building-dominated areas. The
glyphs hosted by these grid cells show combinations of all clusters, except for
the red cluster, which never appears in the light blue grid cells. In the area
south of the lake, a certain distribution of different cluster membership accord-
ing to wind directions can be observed. While orange clusters are predominant
for wind coming from easterly directions on the eastern side of the lake, the
blue clusters frequently point towards the lake. While the overall structure
of the blue and orange clusters are similar, they only share the high surface
temperatures as a common baseline, while air temperatures are higher and
humidities are lower in the orange cluster. This leads to the hypothesis that
the road south of the lake, colored in light blue in Figure 4.10, corresponds
to a transition area between a park- and lake dominated microclimate to a
microclimate that is mostly influenced by impervious surfaces.
This statement, however, has to stay an hypothesis because the current im-
plementation of TraVis only uses the average wind direction of four surround-
ing weather stations to approximate the air flow situation during a certain
sampling time. The high density of flow obstacles in the study area can alter
the wind direction at a certain sampling point, i.e. the approximation of the
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wind direction might not be valid in all cases. Nevertheless, an obvious pattern
could be detected, which is to be investigated further in a closer analysis.
4.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, I describe a visualization approach to visually identify climatic
microenvironments within a study site based on a number of mobile transect
measurements. I partition the space using a regular grid before I aggregate the
data associated with each grid cell by classifying it according to multivariate
relationships and visualize it using radial glyphs. The glyph design enables the
synchronous visualization of (a) the number of transect runs that contributed
to the glyph, (b) the predominant wind direction at recording time, (c) multi-
variate relationships, and (d) the grid cell size.
To visually structure the display, glyph similarity is highlighted by coloring
the background of the grid cells according to a metric that takes the glyph
structure into account. This method can also increase the scalability of the
described approach because the glyph design does not support the display of
a large amount of mobile transect measurement runs.
In summary, the described approach supports forming hypotheses about the
impact of urban design on microclimate, while also taking local data sparseness
into account.
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Chapter 5
Visualizing the Temporal
Development Of
Thermo-Radiative Features on
Ground-Based Thermographs
Thermal infrared images frequently complement urban microclimate observa-
tions because they can be used to gain insight into the spatial distribution
of surface temperatures or other thermal properties of surrounding materials.
While the previous chapters focus on the visualization and analysis of mobile
measurements, this chapter deals with the analysis of thermal infrared images.
The contents of this chapter were motivated by my collaboration in an urban
microclimate project at the Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona. Ariane
Middel, Anthony J. Brazel, and their team investigated the impact of trees
on the microclimate in a residential neighborhood in Mesa, Arizona. Thermal
infrared imagery was part of this project to investigate the shape of shade cast
by different tree species and its local impact on surface temperatures over the
course of a day. One problem during the analysis of these images was the
accurate delineation of the tree shade on the low-resolution images and the ex-
traction of corresponding surface temperatures, which was considered difficult
and error-prone using existing tools. Furthermore, the observations covered
a variety of trees during each measurement cycle. Hence, the perspective of
the images onto an individual tree varied from cycle to cycle, because initial
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recording position and perspective could not be completely resembled. This
hindered the registration of the images and made manual feature extraction
necessary.
In this chapter, I present a tool that can help to approach the visualization
and analysis of thermal features (as, e.g., introduced by tree shade) of time-
varying images recorded with infrared cameras. Motivated by the problems
described above, the approach should work on low-resolution images with a
varying image perspective between the individual frames and guide the user
in manually (and therefore reliably) extracting the features of interest. To
adress this requirement, I combined the well-known active contours ("snakes")
[85] and their extension, the gradient vector flow (GVF) [172], with typical
graph-based visualization techniques for time-varying features. The behavior
of a thermal feature over time is encoded by the nodes of the graph, while an
animation highlights the features’ movement on the original images. The tool
was implemented in collaboration with Nils Feige (Computer Graphics and
HCI Group, University of Kaiserslautern) and Lars Hüttenberger (Computa-
tional Topology Group, University of Kaiserslautern).
This Chapter is based on an article that was published in Environmental
Earth Sciences [58].
5.1 Introduction
In urban microclimate research, ground-based thermography has various ob-
jectives. In some cases, it is used as an additional source of information besides
point-wise measurement techniques for air and surface temperature, humidity,
wind direction and speed or global solar radiation [144, 76, 55, 72]. In these
studies, the infrared images provide additional insight into the spatial dimen-
sion of the thermo-radiative environment within the respective study area.
Another motivation for microscale thermography is to increase the resolution
of the information given by larger scale TIR images as, e.g., done by Hartz et
al. [68]. Here, the smaller scale thermographs are linked to images recorded
by satellites or scanners attached to airplanes or helicopters.
However, some studies primarily focus on ground-based stationary or hand-
held thermography [138, 35, 78]. The goal is to gain insight into the thermal
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behavior of construction elements and surface types over a certain time period.
In general, the time-varying surface temperature patterns on the monitored
components comprise a set of significant thermal features, such as hot spots
or cold areas, whose temporal development can play a substantial role in un-
derstanding the complex feedbacks within the thermoradiative system of the
investigated scene. In order to retrieve relevant information for this analysis,
several TIR images have to be recorded over the course of a day, a month,
a year or an even longer time period. This procedure is referred to as time-
sequential thermography (TST) [34, 78]. If single static images are recorded,
each of the individual thermographs can only represent a snapshot of a spatio-
temporally continuous process, i.e., visual gaps arise naturally between two
subsequent time steps. By closing these gaps and simultaneously highlighting
the temporal development, the insight gained from the set of thermal images
can increase.
Those questions are strongly connected to basic research in the visualiza-
tion domain, since appropriate visualization techniques can significantly im-
prove the insight into possible relations between the built environment and its
thermo-radiative behavior. Therefore, I present a visualization system that
is optimized for a feature-based analysis of a time series of infrared images.
In this context and for the work described in this Chapter, I define a ther-
mal feature as an area on a captured surface element, whose thermo-radiative
signal diverges significantly from that of its surrounding, e.g., hot spots or
cold areas emerging on a street or a building wall. Based on this concept, the
tool desribed in this Chapter facilitates the identification of salient thermal
features, which are highlighted in each snapshot using an edge detector. For
every time step, the user can select features of interest by roughly surrounding
them with a polygon. Each of these polygons initializes an active contour, a
so-called "snake" [85]. This yields a shape descriptor for every single feature,
because the snake converges to corresponding edges and delivers a parameter-
ized closed curve. Since an automatic registration of the selected features from
image to image can be error-prone, especially if the time difference between
two subsequent images is very large, this task is delegated to the user to guar-
antee reliable results.
Once this information is entered into the system, the tool automatically
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creates a visual summary of the features’ temporal development. This sum-
mary consists of a directed graph whose vertices correspond to the identified
features and which encodes topological events as well as each feature’s size
and summary statistics. In addition, an animated sequence visualizes the spa-
tiotemporal development of selected hot spots or cold areas on the background
of the linearly interpolated original TIR images. This final animation shows
topological changes and approximates the time-dependent shape development
of each feature.
In the research described in this Chapter, I attempted to create a tool that
enables the user to process even difficult data sets, i.e., sets of images with low
resolution, noise, and large time differences between consecutive frames. This
Chapter is structured as follows: Interdisciplinary related work is described in
Section 5.2. Then, in Section 5.3, the implementation details of the presented
tool are laid out. In Section 5.4, the capabilities of the tool are demonstrated
based on two use cases. The limitations of the current implementation are
described in Section 5.5, before I draw a conclusion in Section 5.6.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 Analysis techniques for ground-based time-sequential
thermography in urban microclimate research
Ground-based stationary or hand-held thermography in urban microclimate
research is, amongst other things, applied to complement point-wise measure-
ments or larger scale thermographs retrieved from air- or spaceborne sensors.
It can also be used as the main source of information to investigate the thermal
behavior of diverse surface types. In the latter case, time-sequential thermog-
raphy is also used to gain insight into the temporal and spatial thermoradiative
fluctuations of the investigated materials. Various examples for such research
activities can be found in the urban climate literature [34, 78, 104, 138, 35, 103].
All of these studies face the difficulty of analyzing a more or less extensive time
series of thermal infrared images. Since the applied analysis techniques are im-
portant for the motivation of the proposed tool, several examples are described
in this section.
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Meier et al. [104] recorded TIR images at a 1-min-interval over 48 h to
determine persistence effects in upward long-wave radiation flux density pat-
terns. Their resulting image set comprised 2,880 thermographs which were
analyzed with regard to the temporal stability of the patterns by merging the
thermographs to a sequence of 3- and 24-h summary images. While examining
the resulting set of images, the authors made an effort to highlight salient flux
density patterns by modifying the contrast of the aggregated images.
Another approach to analyze TIR images in an urban microclimate context
is described by Chudnovsky et al. [35]. In this study, the authors investigated
the thermal behavior of various urban fabrics over the course of a day. They
utilize a high-resolution video thermal radiometer mounted on a pole to cap-
ture a scene comprising common urban surface types. Over 24 h, the camera
continuously recorded the thermal scene for 10 min each hour. To analyze the
resulting data set, the authors surrounded each urban object with a polygon
and computed the average surface temperature and its standard deviation for
the resulting set of image segments. Although this approach reliably summa-
rizes the results for each object, this method does not account for the temporal
development of interesting thermal patterns possibly occurring on larger sur-
face elements.
A similar approach was utilized by Hoyano et al. [78]. Here, the authors
chose two buildings with significant differences in material characteristics and
recorded the buildings’ surface temperatures for one summer and one win-
ter day. For each day and each building, three complete thermographs were
created, which the authors then combined into one single multi-temporal ther-
mograph for a better comparison. Then, they enclosed the different building
parts in polygons and computed the sensible heat flux for each of the identi-
fied segments. Although this technique fulfills the requirement of creating a
comprehensive visualization for a time series of images, it does not seem very
intuitive.
However, considering the studies described above, it can be stated that
the progression of identified features might be worthy of closer investigation,
e.g., to complement traditional polygon-based aggregations. These features do
not necessarily have to represent surface temperature patterns, but can also
consist of sophisticated radiation flux measures. In studies in which TIR mea-
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surementswere conducted with a temporal resolution of a minute or even less,
and where no significant gaps arise, the data set to be analyzed is very large.
In these cases, the features can occur on a set of summarized spatio-temporal
maps (e.g., [104]).
5.2.2 Analysis techniques for thermography in civil en-
gineering and cultural heritage protection
In the research field of cultural heritage protection, infrared thermography is
utilized to study the thermal behavior of monument materials, to assess the
quality of the applied conservation method, to monitor the development of
the investigated artifacts, and to document their state [140]. Similarly, the
purpose of thermal infrared imagery in building façade monitoring is to detect
heat loss, insulation lacks, air leakage or moisture sources – problems that
usually result in an abnormal temperature distribution on the investigated ob-
ject’s surface [18, 123]. Since the thermography analysis tool described in this
Chapter is in principle adaptable to such tasks, contributions in these domains
are important for my work. Here, I describe two examples.
Lerma et al. [96] compared two different analysis techniques for the explo-
ration of thermal images acquired from a historic building’s façade at different
times of day. To determine moisture-prone areas, they created (a) a simple
pixel-wise temperature difference map and (b) conducted a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA). Findings showed that simple temperature differences
cannot represent moisture problems on a façade accurately, since temperatures
are sensitive to shadows and image noise. On the contrary, PCA delivered re-
liable results in mapping moisture problems.
Multitemporal image pairs of digital photographs and TIR images were uti-
lized by Sidiropoulou-Velidou et al. [140] to uncover alterations on the façade
of the Cathedral of Valencia. The authors collected four image pairs over the
course of 1 day. In order to create a comprehensive map of possible façade
alterations, they combined the results from four analysis methods: PCA, su-
pervised and unsupervised classification, pseudo color images, and temperature
measurements of selected image spots.
Although the temporal component of a sequence of thermal infrared images
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is taken into account in the presented studies, a time-dependent visualization
is not provided. In fact, the multitemporal images are mostly aggregated to
one single thermograph instead. Hence, the temporal development of a hot
spot or cold area or the thermal development of a structure element over time
cannot be monitored – an aspect which is covered by the tool described in this
Chapter.
5.2.3 Multi-temporal image processing and visualiza-
tion of time-dependent data
Multi-temporal image processing is a substantial research topic in a variety
of fields, such as remote sensing [31, 12], medical imaging [47], or video pro-
cessing [66, 176]. In these domains, numerous methods have been developed
to detect, track and describe changing shapes of objects. Related objectives
can be found in the visualization literature, where feature detection and de-
velopment in a time-varying data set is the prevalent motivation (see, e.g.,
[167, 142, 122]).
In the field of remote sensing, multi-temporal image processing is used to
detect changes in land cover features on various scales. Occasionally, active
contours ("snakes") or a variation thereof are applied for this task. One ex-
ample can be found in the work of Ardila et al. [12]. Here, the authors use a
localized active contours method to detect changes in urban tree crowns on a
time series of highresolution aerial images, which are initialized by fitting an
ellipse to each tree crown. A similar study applies active contours to a time
series of satellite images to evaluate their ability to detect and model changing
object contours [31]. In the case of moving objects, the authors assumed a
monotonous evolution of the contour position and used multi-snakes to model
their shape development. Although the results in the example given are re-
liable, it cannot be applied to all sample cases investigated in this Chapter,
since the contours of the features in TIR images might be subject to complex
movement as well as splitting and merging.
In general, tracking complex feature development is a common problem in
the analysis of large data sets, mostly stemming from simulations, and is con-
sequently recurrently addressed in the visualization community. The first step
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here is to extract features from a given data set according to a problem-specific
criterion, e.g., via isolines, isosurfaces or other thresholding techniques based
on scalar quantities derived from the data set [167]. Related topological con-
cepts such as Reeb graphs or contour trees can additionally be applied to a
scalar field to retrieve information about the connectivity of the features [142].
After initial definition, the features can be tracked over a number of time steps
to analyze their temporal behavior, which can involve continuation, creation,
dissipation, bifurcation, and amalgamation [129]. Numerous techniques have
been proposed to solve this problem, which can roughly be classified into pixel-
based methods and feature-based methods [122]. While pixel-based methods
rely on the offset of the features from frame to frame, which can, for exam-
ple, be retrieved via optical flow, feature-based methods use measures such as
overlap or attribute correspondence to identify matching features in subsequent
time steps [122]. However, the successful application of such concepts assumes
that the features can be clearly identified over time, which is not necessarily
given in TIR image data sets. In a worst case scenario, the thermographs have
a low spatial and temporal resolution and are noisy, which makes it difficult
to automate the process of identifying features in one frame and finding their
unique correspondence in the next. Nevertheless, the notions are still helpful
for the developed tool in terms of classifying time-dependent feature events.
5.3 Implementation
The main purpose of the tool is to assist researchers in analyzing their set
of multitemporal TIR images (or their time series of preprocessed summary
images) and to help them gain insight into the thermo-radiative behavior of
the investigated scene. This analysis is feature-based, i.e., the output of the
system is a dynamic visualization of the temporal development of hot spots,
cold areas or other objects of interest. In this section, the main aspects of
the tool are described in detail, while a graphical summary of the processing
pipeline is provided in Fig. 5.1.
The tool is implemented using C++, Qt4, openGL 1 and openCV.
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Figure 5.1: Steps in the method from a set of static images to a visual summary
of the temporal feature development.
5.3.1 Finding significant thermo-radiative features
The tool described in this Chapter processes a time series of TIR images or
sophisticated preprocessing results, e.g., flux density maps as proposed by
Meier et al. [104]. They consist of a (usually relatively low) number of pixels.
Each image pixel represents a specific data value such as radiative temperature
or other preprocessing results, which I will simply refer to as "temperatures"
in the following.
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Initial feature acquisition
First, images in the input time series are smoothed with a Gaussian filter
to reduce image noise. Then, the tool highlights the most significant feature
edges for each time step. I assume that the major features are surrounded
by large temperature gradients and therefore apply an edge detector to de-
termine their location. The Canny edge detector [30] is chosen for this task,
since this algorithm is known to be accurate and simple [174]. Furthermore,
I found that it delivers satisfactory results for the purpose of this work, as
shown in Figure 5.2. In this TIR image, the tree shade in the center of the
image can easily be perceived, as well as the shade of the tree in the right part
of the scene. The problem with Canny edge detection, however, is that the
edges are fragmented in most cases, i.e., they do not form closed curves which
could then be regarded as feature contours. One possibility to solve this issue
would be to utilize segmentation algorithms which partition the input images
into closed regions [174]. Although this would lead to unique segments in
the thermograph and could therefore help to automatize the process of defin-
ing features, it has three major disadvantages. First, image segmentation is
an error-prone procedure, since over- or under-segmentations can occur eas-
ily [152]. Second, the identification of regions in one image with corresponding
regions in the next picture is complicated, because segmentation criteria ap-
plied in one frame might not lead to consistent results in the following frame.
Of course, the criteria for each image time step could be adapted dynamically,
but this implies that the regions in subsequent frames are not defined by the
same criteria, which eliminates the basis for a reliable identification over time.
Third, automated image segmentation neglects the user’s individual research
needs. The possibly large number of predefined segments might not be able to
highlight what the user is actually interested in and could lead to unnecessary
clutter.
These considerations led to the conclusion that the best solution to this
problem is to delegate the task of closing the fragmented edges to the user.
Based on the Canny edge detector results that are overlaid over the original
TIR images, a number of regions can be identified according to the specific
research focus. Using the mouse, the user can surround each feature with a
polygon, which then serves as initialization for an active contour (a "snake").
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a. 
b. 
Figure 5.2: a) Edge detection of significant thermal-radiative features in a TIR
image using the Canny edge detector. b) Corresponding digital photograph
(provided for context)
Parameterizing the shape of selected features
Starting from the initial set of polygons specified by the user, the shape of the
corresponding features is modeled using snakes [85]. A snake is a parameterized
curve that minimizes the energy functional given as
E∗ =
∫ 1
0
Eint(x(s)) +Eimg(x(s)) +Econstr(x(s))ds (5.1)
where x(s) = (x(s),y(s)) is a parametrical description of the snake’s position
in the image plane. Eint(x(s)) represents the curve’s internal energy and can
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be written as [85]
Eint = 0.5[α|x′(s)|2 +β|x′′(s)|2]. (5.2)
Here, the first partial derivative with respect to s expresses the curve’s surface
energy which can be controlled by the coefficient α, while the second partial
derivative with respect to s regulates the curve’s bending energy. The latter
can be manipulated through β [85]. In my tool, both α and β are user-defined,
meaning the convergence behavior of the snake can be controlled to a certain
degree. To give inexperienced users an initial guess for the value range of these
parameters, the default is set to the common values of α = 0.6 and β = 0.5.
Eimg(x(s)) expresses the image forces acting on the snake and is derived from
the temperature values in the TIR image I(x,y). It can be used to create
force fields leading to the individually desired snake behavior by placing force
minima at meaningful positions in the image, e.g., at edges [85]. Econstr(x(s))
are additional constraints that determine whether the curve is attracted or
repulsed by these positions. Once initialized, the snake moves through the
image force field and converges at a location that minimizes both internal and
external energies and therefore minimizes E∗ [85].
However, this traditional active contour model only delivers appropriate
results if the snake is initialized near a meaningful position due to the original
creation of the image force field. If the snake is supposed to move to salient
image edges (as is the case in the attempted analysis), Eimg(x(s)) is originally
derived by computing
Eimg(x(s)) =−|∇I(x,y)|2. (5.3)
This does not lead to an extended force field, and a snake can thus easily
get stuck in areas with minimal forces [172]. In addition, traditional snakes
have the disadvantage that a convergence to contours with deep and narrow
concavities is not possible, because the image force field within the concavity
only points towards the edges and not into the concavity itself [172].
To overcome these issues, the gradient vector flow (GVF) proposed by Xu
and Prince [172] is used to compute all external forces acting upon the snake’s
movement. It is initialized by a binary edge map b(x,y) of the image that can
be derived through the Canny edge detector. Based on this input, the GVF is
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a vector field v(x,y) = (u(x,y),v(x,y) that minimizes
EGV F =
∫ ∫
µ(u2x+u2y +v2x+v2y) + |∇b|2|v−∇b|dxdy (5.4)
where µ compensates for image noise, while ux, uy, vx, vy are the partial
derivatives of the vector components in x- and y-direction, respectively [172].
Originating at the edges, v(x,y) diffuses the force field over an extended area
of the image, while the edges themselves reach minimal values. Thus, the
snakes converge to the edges even if they are not initialized in their direct
adjacency. Because v(x,y) is naturally smooth, the snakes can also proceed
into edge concavities within this force field [172].
To compute the snake convergence, the internal energy of the active contour
and the external energy of the gradient vector flow field have to be balanced.
Consequently, Equations 5.2 and 5.4 have to be solved and combined. To
do so, the implementation of the GVF was geared to the modus operandi
described by Ivins and Porrill [83], while replacing the original external force
field with the GVF, which were in turn computed as proposed by Xu and
Prince [172]. In a first step, a minimal energy condition for the internal energy
of the snake is deduced by means of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Ivins and
Porrill [83] present an iterative method that yields a system of 2N equations
with N being the number of points on a snake. The resulting matrix is a cyclic
symmetric pentadiagonal banded matrix M [83]. Since the components of M
are constants derived from the snake’s internal energy and remain constant
during the iteration cycle, it is sufficient to invert M only once, i.e., before the
first iteration. To implement this inversion, Cholesky decomposition is used.
Now, the convergence of the snake in the force field is computed as follows:
ut+1 =M−1(ut+ δt
∂P
∂ut
) (5.5)
Here, ut are the positions of the snake points at iteration step t, while ∂P∂ut
corresponds to the external force field at ut. The latter can be paraphrased to
be the direction of the force position u.
Overall, the Canny edge detector results combined with the GVF snakes
work well for the identification of meaningful features on TIR images. An
example is depicted in Figure 5.3. Here, the shape of the shade in the center
of the TIR image was roughly sketched with a polygon (Fig. 5.3a), the initial
snake matches the previously detected shade edges perfectly (Fig. 5.3c).
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a. b. c. 
Figure 5.3: The convergence of an active contour to salient image edges. a)
GVF field computed as proposed by Xu and Prince [172], b) initial polygon,
and c) converged snake. For the corresponding digital photograph, see Fig-
ure 5.2b.
5.3.2 Summarizing temporal feature development
Once the thermo-radiative features were identified in each TIR image, their
temporal development can now be summarized. Therefore, the corresponding
features in two subsequent frames need to be registered, such that they can
be transformed into each other. Although active contours can be applied to
this task [31, 85], errors can occur if the difference between the individual TIR
images is very large. This issue is demonstrated in Figure 5.4, where the con-
verged snake in time step 1 (Fig. 5.4a) surrounds a hot spot in the center of
the street displayed. Mapped to the image representing time step 2, the snake
partially degenerates to a line, since the contour converged to the wrong edge.
While a human user easily perceives the correspondence between the smaller
warm area on the first image and its larger pendant on the second one, it is
very difficult and error-prone to automatize this process. Therefore, the task
of finding corresponding thermo-radiative features on subsequent image frames
is controlled by the user to guarantee reliable results.
To summarize the temporal development of thermal features over a set of
images, a topological classification of feature events is applied based on the cat-
egories described by Samtaney et al. [129]: continuation, creation, dissipation,
bifurcation, and amalgamation. The progression of these events is visualized
and internally stored as a directed graph, as this is a well-established tech-
nique (see, e.g., [142, 122, 167]). Here, each vertex represents the state of the
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a. b. 
Figure 5.4: If the time difference between two subsequent TIR images is
very large, the snake may converge erroneously. The images on a) have been
collected at 8:17 CEST, while those on b) were taken at 10:01 CEST. Digital
photographs are provided for context.
respective feature in an image frame. The vertices of the graph were used to
visually encode summarizing information about the selected thermal features.
Hence, the size of a vertex corresponds to the size of the corresponding feature.
In detail, the sizes of all features identified in the image series are normalized,
and the radius of each vertex scales with the normalized value assigned to
each feature. The color of a vertex represents the average temperature of the
selected region. To account for a feature’s internal temperature variability, the
standard deviation of the values enclosed by a snake is encoded by the color
of another circle that is drawn around each vertex.
The directed graph also serves as a basis for the interpolation of the features’
shape, location and topology over the time series of thermographs. The inter-
polation itself is conducted between the vertices along each path with splines.
As a result, the interpolating curve provides a smooth transition between the
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images and is, hence, well suited for the followed purpose: the animation of
the features’ temporal development. To increase the comprehensibility of the
rather abstract graph-based representation, a slider was added that visually
and interactively connects the animation and the directed graph. As a result,
the user can simultaneously skim through the animation and the graph. In
the latter, a vertical line indicates the time step currently shown in the anima-
tion. Figure 5.5 shows the graph layout as it is implemented in the described
tool. The color scale for the vertices was created using a color scheme from
ColorBrewer [67].
Figure 5.5: A directed graph is used to visually summarize the temporal be-
havior of thermal features over time. Each vertex corresponds to one thermal
feature identified in the respective frame. The color for the inner circle of
each vertex encodes the average temperature for the thermal feature it repre-
sents. The outer circle’s color is used to visualize the standard deviation of
the measured temperatures within this feature. Finally, the size of each vertex
represents the thermal feature’s size in the image.
5.3.3 Animating feature development
To animate the feature development over time, the following interpolation
procedure was applied: In a first step, all possible paths through the directed
graph described in the previous section are determined via depth-first search,
whereas each path corresponds to the temporal evolution of one snake. For
every vertex, the current state of the passing snakes is internally represented
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as a discrete set of points (xi,t,yi,t) at a time step t. These points are stored
in a list, ordered according to the sequence of points the user selects to create
a polygon that initializes the desired active contour. As the user does this for
every frame while being free in how to do this, it can occur that the arrange-
ment of the points changes from image to image, even if the features have
been declared as correspondent to each other. While transforming the first
feature into its subsequent pendant, a reversed order of points from clockwise
to counter-clockwise can lead to irritating artifacts in the animation. There-
fore, the next step after the initial setup of paths and curves is to adjust the
order of points on the curve to always be oriented clockwise.
Once the orientation of the individual snakes matches, the points on cor-
responding contours have to be identified to approximate a smooth transfor-
mation between them. Therefore, I consistently defined that the first point in
each of the curves’ list corresponds to the uppermost point on the curve. As
each curve consists of a fixed number of vertices, the correspondence between
the remaining points belonging to two snakes is given by their index in a vertex
list. Between corresponding points on both curves, natural cubic splines are
used for interpolation.
The described approach is a straightforward procedure to transform one
snake into its subsequent pendant, if the curves undergo the topological event
of continuation. Although the procedure during the other topological events is
based on this algorithm, I implemented slight variations for the other events:
• Creation: the center point of the to-be-created curve is extended until it
matches the shape of the final feature.
• Dissipation: the curve is contracted to its center point, which is then
deleted.
• Amalgamation: the initial two curves are both mapped onto the con-
tour of the final feature. Merging occurs as soon as the snakes begin to
overlap. Affected points on the curves are deleted.
• Bifurcation: the initial curve is mapped onto the two resulting feature
contours. Analogous to the amalgamation process, the points leaving
overlapping sections of two curves are shown successively.
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5.3.4 The graphical user interface
Figure 5.6: The graphical user interface.
The graphical user interface (Figure 5.6) was designed in a simple and or-
dered way:
• The working space
• The animation output
• The graph-view mode
In the working space, the expert can edit features in every time frame. To
assist the user, two subsequent TIR images with their highlighted edges are
always shown at a time, while scrolling through the whole time series of ther-
mographs is possible with the arrow-buttons to the left and right side of the
window. In the TIR images, even small spatial temperature variations can be
perceived easily, since a large number of colors is used to depict temperatures
by choosing the values located on a helical path through the RGB color space.
A legend to the upper right side of the image canvases shows the attribution
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of temperature values to colors. Since this information can occlude potentially
interesting parts of the image, it can also be hidden if necessary.
The user can now select a thermo-radiative feature by drawing a polygon in
its adjacency after clicking the "Add snake" button. It is not necessary to ac-
curately draw a closed polygon, since "Finish polygon" completes it by adding
the last missing edge. If all features are marked this way, the "Calculate GVF"
button can be clicked to compute the gradient vector flow field, as described in
Section 5.3.1. On demand, the resulting GVF field can be shown on the can-
vas by means of the "GVF-mode" button. With "Converge snake", a selected
polygon is automatically transformed such that it matches the nearby edges.
If the user is not satisfied with the resulting contour, they can adjust the snake
parameters in the "Settings". All created feature contours on a thermograph
are listed in the white boxes underneath the according TIR images. If two fea-
tures should be identified with each other, the user selects the corresponding
features in the list and clicks the "Identify" button. Analogously, an asym-
metric number of features can be selected for both lists, which corresponds to
amalgamation, bifurcation, creation or dissipation, respectively.
Once the user has edited all images that way, the interpolation results can
be viewed in the animation output, which is triggered with the "Show video"
button as soon as all images are loaded into the memory. A new window opens,
in which the animation can be dynamically steered with a slider. This way,
the expert has the option to repeat possibly interesting sequences. To render a
smooth transition of the TIR images in the background of the highlighted fea-
ture development, the images are blended linearly. The animation is stored as
a video file. This video also serves as a backup for the work conducted within
the tool and can be used for presentation purposes rather than the slider view,
since the latter may stutter if the image data become very large.
Finally, the graph-view mode shows a depiction of the topological event
graph (Fig. 5.5b) on which the animation is based. Being a comprehensive
and simple visualization, it can give the user a summarizing view of the fea-
tures’ temporal development.
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5.4 Use Cases
5.4.1 Displaying the temporal development of sunny ar-
eas on a small street
Data set
The tool described in this Chapter was tested against a time series of seven
infrared images recorded with a FLIR i60 thermal camera on July 9, 2013.
The sample thermographs have a resolution of 180x180 pixels and were col-
lected outdoors to show the thermoradiative environment in a street in Kaiser-
slautern, Germany. The utilized camera operates at a long wave length with
a spectral range of 7.5-13 µm, which makes it suitable for such analyses: It is
insensitive to reflections of solar radiation and can record small spatial tem-
perature changes [96]. The set of thermographs represents varying thermal
situations over the course of a day, since they were taken within varying time
intervals between 08:17 and 21:26 CEST.
The images were recorded in a hand-held manner, i.e., without tripod, such
that rotation, translation and scaling occur between the image frames. Due to
the trees in the background of the scene, the images become partially noisy.
Finally, the low resolution of the thermal camera aggravates the analysis and
automatic registration of the images.
Results
The preprocessed TIR images were entered into the tool and a realistic set
of thermal features in each image was selected by drawing polygons onto the
canvas. Of predominant interest was the temporal thermo-radiative behavior
of the street, which covers a big part of the image’s lower half. In the chosen
example, the development of shaded and sunny areas on the street was tracked,
since they serve well as unique thermal features and can be identified easily
due to clear weather conditions on the measurement day. The suggested fea-
ture edges, which were computed using the Canny edge detector as described
in Section 5.3.1, matched the borders between shaded and sunny areas very
well in most of the cases. However, due to image noise, some additional edge
fragments occurred in parts of the TIR images, but they did not disturb the
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overall perception of feature contours.
After setting up the polygons according to the investigation focus, the gra-
dient vector flow field is computed and the active contours are triggered to
converge to the edges. Satisfactory results could be obtained with the snake
parameters set to α = 0.6 and β = 0.5. However, the edges surrounding inter-
esting features were severely fragmented in two cases, such that the snakes did
not converge properly – they partially degenerated to lines. The tool described
in this Chapter handles such situations as follows: the user is not forced to use
active contours to let the initial polygons converge to the edges. If the snake
does not produce acceptable results, the user can leave the polygon unchanged.
This way, the expert can choose features which are not covered by the Canny
edge detector.
The number of initial polygons per TIR image varied between two and four,
and the resulting graph can be found in Figure 5.5. During the registration
of features in consecutive images, each topological event was covered at least
once. In the resulting animation, the temporal development of the street’s hot
spots and cold areas could be observed, since the snakes only highlight these
features while the original temperature distribution of the surrounding is still
shown in the background at any time. With regards to content, the animation
shows the shape development of the most dominant sunlit and shaded areas
on the investigated street section. It could easily be seen that the central part
of the street section is influenced by an extended hot spot, which moves from
the left to the right side of the street, while first increasing and then decreas-
ing in size. This feature seems to dominate the whole thermal situation on
the investigated surface element. In the rear part of the street, a smaller hot
spot develops slowly and splits in the middle of the day to disappear in the
evening. Near this location, but more towards the camera, a cold spot devel-
ops in the afternoon. In the foreground, a significant warm area develops on
the street surface. Later, a larger cold area develops in the late afternoon due
to the shade cast by adjacent buildings. After that, this significant cold area
dissolves again by assimilating to the surrounding surface temperatures.
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5.4.2 Displaying the temporal development of tree shade
Data set
The data set used for the second use case was recorded on June 21, 2012, in
a neighborhood in Mesa, Arizona, by Ariane Middel, Anthony J. Brazel, and
their team. The image series consists of 17 thermographs, which were recorded
between 0600 MST and 2200 MST and which capture the development of the
shade cast by a blue palo verde (parkinsonia florida). The TIR images were
recorded using a FLIR infrared camera, and the images have a resolution of
60x60 pixels.
As was also the case for the data set described in Section 5.4.1, the images
were recorded in a hand-held manner, and rotation, translation and scaling
occur between the individual frames.
Results
The main interest of this analysis was the difference between surface temper-
atures in sunny areas and surface temperatures under the canopy of the blue
palo verde during the early morning, daytime, and after sunset. Therefore, the
tool was used to visualize the thermal development of a small sample patch
outside of the tree’s influence area as a reference condition and as a comparison
to the temporal and (as far as possible) shape-wise development of the area
under the canopy of the focused tree.
After loading the images into the tool, the edges of the shade were auto-
matically detected and displayed on top of the images. Since the resolution of
the images is extremely low, the edges were fragmented, but they could still
give an initial idea about the borders of the shade in the lower part of the
images (Fig. 5.7). Furthermore, due to the limited field of view of the utilized
infrared camera, the shade was in some cases not fully represented on the TIR
images. These two properties led to the snakes not converging properly, and
the polygons were chosen to be the better choice for delineation.
Figure 5.8 shows the resulting graph. The diurnal course of surface temper-
atures can be observed, as well as the size of the tree’s area of influence (as far
as it was available on the infrared images, which was not always the case due
to the limited field of view of the camera). Obviously, and not surprisingly,
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Figure 5.7: The edges of the shade were fragmented, but could still be recog-
nized.
the surface temperatures outside of the tree’s shade are higher during daytime
than those inside the shaded area. For the given use case, the topological
events are not of interest, since they just include continuation.
Figure 5.9 shows the time series of images along with the delineated areas,
whose average surface temperature and the corresponding standard deviation
are shown on Figure 5.8. It can be observed that the translation between the
images becomes considerably large. Hence, the implemented animation would
not be an advantegeous visualization method for the given use case.
5.5 Discussion
Although the tool is well suited for the visual analysis of the temporal devel-
opment of thermo-radiative features, it still has several drawbacks.
One major flaw is certainly the high amount of user involvement in the
processing pipeline, which can make the analysis of the time series of ther-
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Figure 5.8: The graph that corresponds to the delineation of the surface area
underneath the tree’s canopy, corresponding to the image series in Figure 5.9.
The graph represents the diurnal curse of the surface temperatures (times of
day were added to the image for clarity, they are not generated by the tool).
mal images time-consuming. However, the interaction with the tool can lead
to satisfactory results, since the user steers the main part of the processing
procedure and is therefore able to adapt the feature selection to her or his
individual research interests and to the quality of the images.
For some image configurations, the snakes are not the most advantageous
delineation technique, as was shown in the use case described in Section 5.4.2.
In this use case, this was mainly due to the fact that the feature of interest was
not always fully captured by the infrared camera. Despite this limitation, it
can be shown that the approach in principle still works for features, which are
fully available on a low-resolution image. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.10.
Furthermore, the tool described in this Chapter can still handle such cases by
just leaving the choice to the user, whether the initial polygon should converge
to the fragmented edges or not.
In the final animation, the temporal behavior of the highlighted thermo-
radiative features is shown in the foreground of the smoothly blended original
TIR images. Although the animation itself could be improved by a better
identification of corresponding points on two subsequent snakes, the develop-
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Figure 5.9: The image series, on which the graph in Figure 5.8 is based (times
of day were added to the image for clarity, they are not generated by the tool).
The translation between the images becomes large, which does not make an
animation reasonable.
ment of the surrounding temperatures provides a holistic view for the user,
who can follow the temperature profile of the monitored surface element si-
multaneously. On the other hand, it is disadvantageous that the analysis is
currently only conducted on the infrared channel. This can lead to uncertain-
ties in the analysis, since object boundaries might not be sufficiently salient.
Therefore, the described tool needs a functionality to register a TIR image with
a digital photograph taken of the same scene and at the same time to fuse the
information from both channels. With a reliable registration, it also becomes
possible to map the animated thermal features onto the photograph to provide
spatial context. This is inspired by commercial TIR image analysis tools, such
as, e.g., the FLUKE SmartView [50] or the FLIR Reporter software [49], in
which the TIR images can be overlaid over the according digital photographs.
In contrast to the functions provided in these programs, our tool aggregates
temporal developments in the images supported by a focused animation and
a directed graph by means of the methodology described in this Chapter.
A shortcoming of our tool is that common preprocessing steps for TIR im-
ages, such as atmospheric correction, still have to be carried out in external
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a. b.
α = 0.1, β = 0.9
Figure 5.10: Even on ultra-low-resolution images, features can be delineated
using snakes and GVF [85, 172], if they are salient enough. (a) shows the
initial polygon, and (b) the converged snake. The image has a resolution of
60x60 pixels.
software.
5.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, I presented a tool that was developed for the visual analysis
of a time series of TIR images. It was designed to assist expert users while
investigating the thermal behavior of a monitored scene over the course of a
certain time span. The analysis is conducted in a feature-based manner, i.e.
salient hot spots, cold areas or other objects of interest are shown in their
temporal development. To account for the users’ individual research interest
and for "difficult" data sets, they are involved in the main part of the process-
ing pipeline by selecting and registering corresponding thermal features. The
resulting visualization is two-fold: On the one hand, it includes a graph which
serves as a summarizing visualization of the progression of topological events
the features undergo. On the other hand, an animation dynamically shows the
features’ movement and deformation. Although the full variety of included ca-
pabilities is not necessarily needed for each application scenario, the tool can
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still be used to generate a graph based on delineated features. This flexibility,
together with the applied steering concept, guarantees for satisfactory results
that can help to summarize a selection of thermo-radiative feature behaviors
within a captured scene.
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Chapter 6
Visualization in Building
Performance Simulation Tools:
Microclimate and Architecture
The research described in this Chapter narrows the scale down to single build-
ings or rooms. It looks at the currently used visualization techniques of mi-
croclimate data sets from the architectural perspective. In particular, this
Chapter provides an initial and brief view into the state of the art in visualiz-
ing building performance simulation (BPS) results.
The capabilities and the usability of BPS tools has been addressed in the
literature before. For example, Attia [14] and Attia et al. [15] conducted an
extensive survey to identify the reasons of architects and engineers to use cer-
tain tools, but they do not specifically focus on the employed visualization
techniques. Similarly, Pilgrim et al. [117] surveyed users of BPS tools about
their satisfaction during all stages of the simulation process, from input to
output analysis, but their findings only represent the viewpoint of HVAC en-
gineers and structural engineers. With a clearer focus on data representation,
Srivastav et al. [145] classify currently used techniques for the visualization of
BPS results based on generalized tasks and data dimensionality.
In contrast, but also in extension to examples above, this Chapter ana-
lyzes tasks and requirements for the visualization capabilities of BPS tools
using feedback from an architect, and evaluates state-of-the-art visualization
strategies used for building performance simulation results based on the qual-
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ity aspects derived before. Transferring the problem to the visualization dis-
cipline, it discusses the potential of utilizing other data representation and
exploration techniques to meet the identified prerequisites. The work in this
Chapter marked the starting point of a larger project, in which innovative
visualization techniques for BPS results are developed in collaboration with
Eva Hagen, an architect. It was conducted in collaboration with M.Sc. Di-
ana Fernández Prieto, Dr.-Ing. Daniel Engel, Stephanie Schweitzer (at that
time all affiliated with the Computer Graphics and HCI Group, University of
Kaiserslautern), Dr.-Ing. Inga Scheler (Regional Computing Center, Univer-
sity of Kaiserslautern), and Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center, Hamburg). My part in this project consisted of a literature research
and the aggregation of the findings to a short-paper, which was published in
the proceedings of PacificVis 2014 [64] and which this Chapter replicates.
6.1 Introduction
Figure 6.1: The award-winning building design by Eva Hagen, part of which
was used as a testbed for state-of-the-art BPS tools (marked in green).
While developing a design concept for a building, an architect has to con-
sider several constraints: Administrative restrictions, client wishes, the behav-
ior of potential users, the urban or rural environment, minimal greenhouse-gas
emissions and optimized energy consumption have to be integrated into the
final construction plan. Figure 6.1 (left) displays a complete example for a sus-
tainable building design. Its features are intended to optimize the quality of life
of the structure’s inhabitants, while concurrently reducing the overall energy
use. In order to quantify the effectiveness of this design approach, high-level
commercial building performance simulation (BPS) tools can be used. This
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kind of software is intended to support architects, engineers and researchers
while creating or analyzing sustainable and occupant-friendly building design
options (see, e.g., the product flyers of [40] and [81]). Hence, depending on
their focus, they predict certain performance aspects of a building, such as
energy use, indoor air quality or natural ventilation [36].
Despite the continuous improvement of BPS tools in the last decades [15],
it has been reported in recent literature that the acceptance of such software
in the architectural practice is relatively low (see, e.g., [39, 38, 145]), although
their potential is indeed acknowledged [139]. This finding was also confirmed
by the domain expert who was interviewed concerning this topic. One possi-
ble reason for this can be found in the significant gap between tool developers
and engineers on the one hand and architects and designers on the other hand
[38, 20, 39, 14]. This hints at the necessity to provide insightful visualizations
of the generated data, which can help architects to understand the effects of
their designs in terms of various performance aspects [145, 38]. More specifi-
cally, Srivastav et al. [145] point out the flaws in BPS visualization techniques,
especially in the representation of spatiotemporal data stemming from CFD
or daylight analyses. They therefore claim an investigation and improvement
of existing visualization methods.
In this Chapter, state-of-the-art visualization approaches that are currently
used for the exploration of building performance simulation results are ex-
emplarily reviewed, without a claim for completeness. With feedback from an
architect, the tasks and requirements that appropriate visualization techniques
should ideally meet are identified. These quality criteria are then used to sys-
tematically evaluate domain-specific visualization strategies in both research
and commercial tools. For this purpose, two exemplary BPS systems are tested
against a part of the award-winning building design as visually outlined in Fig-
ure 6.1. The Chapter ends in an open discussion about the potential of other
approaches and describe how basic research in visualization can help to close
the gap between currently applied techniques and domain-specific needs.
This Chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.2, the tasks and require-
ments for an appropriate visualization design are laid out. After that, the
state of the art in both domain-specific visualization research as well as in
commercial tools is assessed in Section 6.3. The findings of the previous two
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Sections are discussed in Section 6.3, giving recommendations about potential
solutions. Finally, the Chapter is concluded in Section 6.5.
6.2 Tasks and Requirements
6.2.1 Architectural workflow
A typical design process for a building consists of several stages. First, the
architect has to conduct a site analysis. In this phase, important boundary
conditions such as location, environmental factors, administrative constraints,
and potential needs of the building users are assessed. With this knowledge
at hand, a preliminary building plan can be developed, which is then refined
and digitized. Iteratively, the building is optimized until a detailed construc-
tion plan is parameterized and realistically rendered (see Fig. 6.1 (left) for an
example). After that, the architect builds a non-digital model which can be
presented to the stakeholders.
In times of climate change, it also becomes particularly important to con-
sider the reduction of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions as a
major design factor. Hence, an initial design idea has to be evaluated not only
in terms of function, aesthetics, and the surrounding environment, but also
with respect to its environmental impact, energy performance, and indoor air
quality. This yields an iterative process including the following tasks:
• explore the environment around a building and its impact on the sur-
roundings
• adapt the design to a changing climate
• construct an initial digital model
• interact with the current building model to refine it iteratively
• analyze the impact of a particular design on energy use, thermal comfort
or thermodynamic responses
• optimize a building design to meet all constraints
• present a refined design to stakeholders and promote its advantages,
also in terms of performance.
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6.2.2 Visualization requirements
Although the capabilities of building performance software increase continu-
ously [15], three major reasons hinder the application of these tools in the
design process: the difficulty to create a building model suited for perfor-
mance simulations, the challenge of accurately representing complex geome-
tries within the simulation, and the time needed to analyze the simulation
results [56]. The last reason hints at a lack of appropriate and understandable
visualization techniques [145, 56]. As a consequence, the question arises of
how to improve the visualization techniques that are currently applied in the
BPS domain. Based on a literature review and suggestions made by a domain
expert, seven aspects can be identified:
Spatial context Since most data generated by building performance sim-
ulations is dependent on shape and space of a building, it is necessary that the
visualization establishes a link to the current design [38, 15]. This also helps
to uncover thermal relationships between different zones of the buildings [56].
Visual Feedback Architects need to be provided with a possibility to gain
insight into the impact of single design decisions on the performance of the
building [38, 145, 43, 14]. Therefore, it is necessary that an immediate visual
feedback is established between design modifications and their specific effects.
Ideally, it should be possible to change the design on-the-fly while examining
the visualization, and to receive direct response with low interaction times.
Comparison of design alternatives Strongly related to visual feed-
back is the necessity to provide an environment, in which the effects of a set
of related design settings that diverge in the values of certain building param-
eters can be compared to each other. This helps to contrast alternatives and
supports the architect in finding an optimal solution [93, 56, 20, 15].
Spatiotemporal analysis In order to reveal spatiotemporal performance
patterns within a specific building design, a holistic visualization has to be
provided that incorporates the temporal dimension of the generated three-
dimensional data set [145].
Suggestions to optimize the design Suggestions that lead the overall
design concept into a sustainable direction can be helpful for an architect.
Hence, optimization algorithms can be used to highlight possible improvements
(see, e.g., [139]) or critical areas [93].
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Insight into the thermodynamic system Arising from the knowledge
gap between tool developers, engineers and physicists on the one hand and
architects and designers on the other hand, it is necessary that the visualiza-
tion of building performance simulation results also provides insight into the
thermodynamic system established in a building context [38, 15].
Suitability for presentations Since the presentation of models and their
advantages to various stakeholders plays an important role in the iterative re-
finement process of a building design, an appropriate visualization environment
should also deliver a possibility to communicate simulation results in a visually
pleasing and intuitive way [145, 43].
6.3 State of the art
In this section, state-of-the-art visualization strategies used for BPS results
are exemplified by considering domain-specific research as well as commercial
tools. Each technique described is evaluated by relating it to the requirements
defined above.
6.3.1 Domain-specific research
For scalar simulation results, Bosworth and Pratt [20] propose a statistical
approach to provide insight into the impact of design variations in parametric
design. The authors conduct an ANOVA analysis to quantify the response
of particular design parameters on a targeted performance variable. The re-
sults are then displayed using parallel coordinates and a voxel plot. In a third
window, the CAD model of a selected design variant is shown via brushing
and linking. This approach is well suited for parametric design studies and es-
tablishes a link between quantitative analyses and qualitative design options.
Based on a simulated parameter, the visualization can give hints about an op-
timal design in terms of the performance variable under investigation. Related
to this is the automatic file-sorting system proposed by Dondeti and Reinhart
[42]. It supports the architect in managing even a large amount of different
design scenarios. Performance measures of single- or cross-project variants can
be compared quickly via bar charts, but no visual relationship to the particular
building design is provided. This hinders quick insight into the effect of certain
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design decisions.
Visualizations of spatiotemporal data are frequently provided in daylight
analyses. Lagios et al. [93] couple the Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment
with a daylight simulation tool to facilitate the comparison between a large set
of design scenarios in terms of daylight performance. They visualize the re-
sults using an animation that shows the amount of daylight within the spatial
context of the building. Furthermore, critically overlit areas are highlighted,
facilitating optimization [93]. However, although animations are well-suited for
presentations, they aggravate a quantitative comparison of design alternatives
[2]. A detailed spatiotemporal visualization framework for daylight analyses
is provided by Glaser and Ubbelohde [54]. Via brushing and linking, a 2D
temporal plot of daylight hours over the course of a year is connected to a
low-resolution spatial distribution display of daylight within a building level.
Although this gives a summarizing overview over the daylight performance of
a certain design, no hints at possible optimizations are given. Furthermore, a
link to the whole 3D building model is missing.
In current research, there are also efforts to automatically optimize a given
design scenario. An example for this can be found in [139]. Here, the au-
thors provide a framework to automatically and iteratively generate designs
that optimize performance aspects such as solar gain on a roof, energy use
or daylighting. The optimal design is visualized in Rhinoceros, such that the
architect can keep control over the result. However, only one performance as-
pect can be targeted at a time, which makes it difficult to balance a variety of
demands.
Prazeres and Clark [119, 118] present a flexible system that provides an
integrated view on several aspects investigated during building simulations.
They combine multiple perspectives on the data, including spatial plots, bar-
charts, sounds or animations that help the user to investigate a large set of
performance aspects and to quickly compare different design alternatives. Al-
though the data can be explored interactively, the system does not seem to
enable direct design modifications. In contrast to this, Greenberg et al. [56]
describe a framework that incorporates several modules such as a CAD plat-
form, a building energy model and a building simulation. All of these modules
have interfaces that can be steered by the user to enable quick visual feedback
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for any changes in the building design. The visualization within the proposed
system provides several views on the generated data which include temporal
energy use, the current building design, weather data or heat loss/gain on par-
ticular surfaces. They acknowledge the importance of spatial context and are
currently investigating according visualization methods, e.g. to show thermal
relationships between parts of a building or to compare the performance of
different design alternatives. However, it is not completely clear, how exactly
spatiotemporal data from thermal simulations are displayed.
Part of the described domain-specific visualization research is conducted
by members of architecture departments. This shows that there is a need to
improve existing visualization strategies to adapt it to the typical tasks in this
application area. Despite of the described efforts, there is still potential for im-
provement, especially in terms of exploration, interaction and spatiotemporal
analysis of the generated data.
6.3.2 Visualization in commercial tools
BPS tools have the goal to support decision-making in terms of an energy-
efficient configuration of a building’s design and material parameters [40, 81]
and, thus, to support a subset of the tasks in the architectural workflow.
Among architects, the top-ranked tools are IES-VE [81], Ecotect [16] and De-
signBuilder [40] because of their user-friendliness and data exchange capabil-
ities, inter alia [14]. In order to exemplarily investigate current visualization
options for spatial data such as air temperature or wind speed and direction,
DesignBuilder (version 3.2.0.070) [40] and IES-VE (version 2013.0.0.2) [81]
were chosen, since both of them incorporate the possibility to run a CFD anal-
ysis. Although this option mainly targets engineers, it is hypothesized that
architects are also interested in the thermodynamic system that establishes in
and around their designed building, since it is strongly related to thermal com-
fort and other performance aspects. As a basis to evaluate both commercial
tools, an individual apartment is extracted from an award-winning building
model: The state-of-the-art mixed-use residential tower designed by Eva Ha-
gen (Fig. 6.1), which is the third prize winner of the building industry award
of Rheinland-Pfalz in 2012. Table 6.1 summarizes the divergence between the
above defined requirements and the capabilities of both tools.
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Speed 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.54 m/s 
Air 
Temp. 
20.97 21.61 22.26 22.91 23.55 °C 
Figure 6.2: A combined visualization example (created with IES-VE): Isosur-
faces for air temperature (gridded surfaces), cutting planes with color-coded
vector glyphs for air flow and contour lines for wind speed, and tracked parti-
cles.
For the CFD results, the visualization options are very similar in both tools.
In the spatial context of the imported CAD model, a user can choose between
cutting planes, isosurfaces, and arrow-shaped vector glyphs (Fig. 6.2). In addi-
tion, the IES-VE package provides a particle tracking option. The simulation
results for the interior are displayed within the investigated building compo-
nents, whereas features such as walls or windows are by default shown in a
wireframe mode. Texture-based rendering for these building features can also
be applied, as it is advantageous for the representation of exterior CFD results.
The cutting planes, which can be placed into the simulation domain, show
the local temperature and airflow situation for one snapshot at a time. They
represent the interior circulation components if the slices are dispersed equally
throughout the area. However, a large number of slices within the domain
lead to clutter and occlusion. If an insufficient amount of slices is chosen,
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Requirement DesignBuilder IES-VE 
Spatial context Available Available 
Visual feedback Iteratively available Iteratively available 
Comparison of design 
alternatives 
Available via a parametric 
design option  
Available via a parametric 
design option 
Spatiotemporal analysis Iteratively available by 
selecting one snapshot after 
the other (CFD). Available for 
solar analysis via animation. 
Available via particle-tracking 
and animation (solar 
analysis); iteratively available 
by selecting one snapshot 
after the other (CFD).  
Suggestions to optimize 
the design 
Partially available (e.g., 
highlighting of overlit / 
underlit areas) 
Partially available (e.g., 
highlighting of visual 
discomfort areas caused by 
glare (Radiance)) 
Insight into the 
thermodynamic system 
Partially available with basic 
visualization techniques 
Partially available with basic 
visualization techniques 
Suitability for 
presentations 
Available with basic 
visualization techniques 
Available with basic 
visualization techniques 
Table 6.1: Capabilities of DesignBuilder / IES-VE as opposed to the require-
ments resulting from an architectural workflow.
important thermal or fluid features may be skipped accidentally. In both De-
signBuilder and IES-VE, this concern can partially be eliminated by using
isosurfaces to display the continuous distribution of certain parameter levels.
Since the surfaces are designed to be transparent and color-coded, several lay-
ers of isosurfaces can be shown at once (Fig. 6.3). Clutter problems can be
tackled by reducing the number of isosurface thresholds, but the user does not
know, which of the available values would provide the most insight. Thus, the
problem of accidentally missing important features is still existent. In IES-VE,
the possibility of tracking particles through an interior building component is
a further attempt of creating a certain amount of continuity within the vi-
sualization. Air movement combined with another scalar variable at focused
locations within the simulation domain can be shown comprehensively with
this method. On the other hand, separate launching of each particle can be
time-consuming, and missing important features is consequently more likely
to occur here than in the other visualization options.
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The basic visualization techniques applied for the representation of the
CFD-results fulfill the requirement to show the data within their original spa-
tial context. However, both tools lack the possibility to explore the data ac-
cording to other relevant aspects. It is thus not possible to conduct a quantita-
tive spatial comparison of the CFD results between different climate/weather
scenarios or design variants by means of a comprehensive visualization inter-
face. This makes an iterative refinement of a specific design difficult.
Air 
Temp. 
16.45 17.10 17.74 18.39 19.03 19.68 20.32 20.97 21.61 22.26 22.91 23.55 °C 
Figure 6.3: Isosurfaces for air temperature (created with IES-VE).
6.4 Discussion: Visualization techniques with
application potential for BPS
This Section discusses how certain visualization strategies can be used to meet
the requirements outlined above.
Spatial context / visual feedback / suitability for presentations
Space and shape are considered extremely important in architectural design
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[139]. For the final visualization of BPS results, it is therefore advantageous to
embed the visual representation of the generated scalar- or vector fields into
a realistically rendered context of the original CAD building model (similar
to [93] or, e.g., DesignBuilder). This way, computed values can directly be
related to building features and materials. This enhances the comprehension
about the impact of specific design decisions on the thermodynamic system
that establishes within and around a building [38]. At the same time, it helps
to communicate these findings in an intuitive way. Immediate visual feed-
back between design changes and according simulation result adaptation can
even enhance the required comprehension of the effects resulting from design
changes [145, 14].
Comparison of design alternatives In order to analyze the outcomes
of simulations for different design variants, multirun or ensemble visualization
techniques can be used. These are frequently based on statistical representa-
tions, as they result from clustering, dimensionality reduction or simple sum-
mary statistics [86]. However, spatial context is still important and should
be accessible on demand, while statistical summaries simultaneously support
the architect to gain an overview about the impact of varying a certain de-
sign parameter. It is therefore advantageous to provide support for different
interaction tasks (see [173] for examples) as well as views that combine both
spatial and abstract views on the generated data (e.g. multiple coordinated
views, see [126]). This approach is also partly present in state-of-the-art visu-
alizations that have been specifically tailored to parametric design (see, e.g.,
[20] for brushing and linking of scalar data). Besides performance assessments
for different designs, these views can also be used to compare the behaviour of
one specific building model under different climate change scenarios.
Spatiotemporal analysis Srivastav et al. [145] identify the need to incor-
porate the temporal dimension into the visual representation of spatial build-
ing performance simulation results to comprehensively analyze performance
patterns. There exists a large variety of visualization approaches for multitem-
poral data representations and analyses, with common strategies being anima-
tion, interactive visualization or aggregated, still images [86, 2]. Each of these
categories can be useful for the discussed application field. Thus, animations
are especially suited for presentation purposes [2]. Interactive visualizations,
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e.g. using brushing and linking, can help to provide an overview over temporal
developments as well as a detailed view on specific, maybe critical, time steps.
Aggregated, still images can help to represent interesting temporal patterns
within a spatial domain. For CFD analyses in the BPS context, flow visualiza-
tion techniques can be used to facilitate the exploration of interior or exterior
air flow patterns.
Suggestions to optimize the design Research in the BPS domain al-
ready attempted to focus on the automated optimization of building designs
(see, e.g., [139]) or to visualize critical areas within a planned structure [93] via
highlighting techniques. For the latter, feature-based visualization techniques
for scalar- or vector fields can be applied to solve this task, with features
being critical areas within the three-dimensional space of a building design.
The problem, however, is the definition and parameterization of critical areas,
which is strongly dependent on the specific design intention and the perfor-
mance question asked. Therefore, a high level of flexibility and interaction has
to be added to a potential visualization framework.
Insight into the thermodynamic system can only be achieved by show-
ing the connections between the simulated variables. Multivariate analysis can
help to achieve this goal, since it is concerned with showing the interrelations
between multiple computed fields [86]. For the visualization of BPS results,
addressed to an architect or designer, multivariate analysis techniques that
reduce the number of variables to meaningful measures in terms of thermal
comfort (which is already adressed in state-of-the-art analysis tools) or energy
use or that provide a spatial view on correlations are considered most valuable.
6.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, visualization techniques used for BPS results are reviewed
and related to the tasks and requirements derived from the architectural work-
flow. None of the reviewed visualization strategies combine all of the identified
necessities, neither in the examined commercial tools nor in recent domain-
specific visualization research. Therefore, the potential of other visualization
approaches to close the gap between currently used techniques and the prereq-
uisites that make BPS valuable in practice are discussed.
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The preliminary investigation described in this Chapter indicates oppor-
tunities for improvement in current visualization techniques used in building
performance simulations, especially for the analysis of three-dimensional scalar
or vector fields stemming from more engineer-oriented CFD analyses. In the
reviewed BPS solutions, only basic visualization techniques are applied so far.
Although these are partially useful for the practical, architectural workflow,
future directions in visualization should focus on creating an explorative en-
vironment in which design experiments can be conducted by an architect, as
claimed by [38]. A future-oriented building model should also be analyzed
in terms of its performance under different climate change scenarios. These
aspects imply a high amount of interaction with both designs and data under
fast and intuitive change-response times, while highlighting critical or other-
wise interesting areas in the spatial domain. Thus, a high potential is seen in
combining multiple coordinated views (including interactive links to the spa-
tial dimension of a design solution) with feature-based visualization. A larger
project, for which this survey was conducted, is already addressing these op-
tions.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The overarching goal of the work described in this dissertation was the appli-
cation and adaptation of visualization and analysis techniques to urban micro-
climate data sets, including observational data from thermal infrared imagery
and mobile measurements. Furthermore, going beyond the urban microclimate
research context, the state of the art in the visualization of building perfor-
mance simulation results was assessed.
Thermal infrared imagery with a hand-held device can, in some cases, be
challenging to analyze, especially if the images are time-varying, have a low
resolution, and are sampled from varying viewpoints. To approach these chal-
lenges, a tool was implemented to assist manual feature extraction and to
visually summarize the results of the extraction results, combining well-known
image processing and visualization techniques. In two use cases, the flexibility
of the tool in terms of image resolution and analysis goal could be demon-
strated.
Relating the exploration of (urban) microclimate data to the architectural
domain, the state of the art in the visualization of building performance simu-
lation results was assessed in another project. This investigation showed that
currently available visualization techniques do not necessarily meet all require-
ments needed to support architects during the planning process of sustainable
buildings. This finding served as a starting point for a larger project aiming at
the extension of existing exploration techniques, which is currently conducted
in the Computer Graphics and HCI Group.
Besides these two smaller contributions, the main project of this thesis deals
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with supporting the interactive exploration of mobile transect measurements
by developing a tool that includes facilities for data preprocessing, visualiza-
tion, and analysis. Combining geovisual analytics and meteorology concepts, I
implemented a prototypic software that supports the investigation of multivari-
ate relationships and places the spatially dependent observations into context
with a sensor’s field of view.
While the tool can be used to analyze one transect run in detail, it also
provides a workflow for the spatial aggregation of multiple transect runs over
diverse routes. In contrast to domain-specific aggregation measures, which usu-
ally include statistical summary values such as the average, I designed a glyph-
based visualization that provides additional information about multivariate
relationships within a spatial aggregation department, while also including in-
formation about meteorological background conditions at observation time and
the summary’s reliability. Coloring the background of the aggregation com-
partments according to the similarity of the glyphs could enhance the structure
in the final visualization, highlighting climatic microenvironments according to
a user-defined set of observation variables.
Staying in the context of mobile measurements, I described an improved
method for the correction of air temperature measurements sampled with slow
sensors. Building on previously known techniques, I determined and evaluated
suitable parameter choices by comparing the corrected time series to data sam-
pled with a faster air temperature sensor. In nearly all cases, the agreement
between these time series could be improved through correction, meaning that
the spatial resolution of the measurements could be increased through the de-
scribed correction procedure.
I developed TraVis in close collaboration with domain experts at the Ari-
zona State University, who continously evaluated the design decisions made
and the concepts used. I also presented components of the tool at interna-
tional conferences for Geography [59] and Meteorology [62], where I received
positive feedback from other scientists working in application-related fields.
This demonstrates that the described prototype not only contributes to the
field of geospatial visual analytics, but also to the application domain it was
designed for.
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